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ATTACKED BY
THE COBURNS GO
FISH HATCHERY AT MT. VIEW WILL BE A QUADRUPLE
LAKE READY FOR GUESTS
A LOUP-CERVIER
JO MIDDLE DAM • SADDLEBACK
TIE ADDED
______
Mo Hunting Adventure as Exciting
as This,

To Build Now Boom Has Reached
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis After Furnish To"the Interest of the Gilbert An
These Camps.
Edward Coburn and wife and Jack
ings for New Camps—Ice 33
niversary Shoot.
Burgess and waife left Andover
for
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Inches Thick.
|the Middle Dam the first of the

Saddleback Lake Camps, Mar. 25.— ■
A quadruple tie added to the in
As the ice is loosening up a little
terest of the Gilbert
Anniversary
around the shores of the lake and
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Shoot,
Miss
E.
Marie
Sinclair
and
the snow is gradually melting away,
Mountain View, Me., March 22nd,
it makes us think that the
spring 1914.—Today is said to be the first day Messrs. Parker W. WLfittemore, J. H.
guests wiia soon be bere.
of spring,' but it will be some time Andrews and, C. T. Crocker, all re
In the
We have been making repairs and around here, before it will appear cording a perfect hundred.
getting a large woodpile far
the spring like, although the weather final test Miss Sinclair with an al
Mr.
coming season.
The boats have all for the past few weeks has been all lowance of 7% recorded 24%,
been put into proper shape
along j anyone could ask for. The snow has Andrews (5) 24, Mr. Cracker (4%)
23% and Mr. Whittemore (1) 23.
with lots of other repairs, and the
The scores:
outlook now is that we are going to beginning to use wagons on the road.
have a very busy season.
The traveling on the lake is fine and it C. T. Crocker,
22 20 24 22—15—103
The Build Now boom which
the has been a number of years since they
papers have been full of has start have been able to draw the big loads of J. H. Andrews,
23 18 20 22—20—103
ed us to build one moire cabin this wood and lumber as at the present
season.
We never have had so time. The ice is about 33 inches thick. Miss Marie Sinclair,
20 20 20 10—30—100
many letters from summer visitors The people have had fine sport with
their ice boats and quite a few autos P. W. Whittemare,
before in the past, at this date.
24 23 25 23— 5—100
There wfilfl be improvements made have used the ice for pleasure rides.
on the buckboard road from here to Dr. Colby made the run from Range- J. C. Spring,
19 18 20 21—20— 98
Dallas this spring so that our guests ley to Oquossoc with his auto in 14
F. L. Morgan,
can get in more easily; also same minutes, “ going some.”
21 22 28 19— 16— 96
Cliff Hill, the
manager of the
improvements on the short piece of
rough road to Rangel'ey, and
we C. H. McKenzie Co. Store at Oquossoc H. N. Spaulding,
16 19 21 18—20— 94
think in another year it wild be pas who was called home by the death of
sible for automobiles to come
to his father, has returned and was ac G. M. Howard,
23 19 21 24— 5— 92
companied by his mother, who will re
these camps.
Stacey Robeson,
This coming fall we are pilamnimg side with him through the summer.
19 16 17 17—20— 83
to build a small fish hatchery near
Amos Ellis has a large force at work
0
these camps on a small bnook that at Bald Mountain erecting new camps George R. Elder,
The Place W here Y o u Can A lw a y s Find Unsurpassed Fishing.
16 16 16 16—20— 88
would supply it" with water
very to replace the ones recently burned
TIM P O N D C A M P S
and will have them ready for the spring S. M. Merrill),
handily.
Individual Camps, Rock Fire-places, Fly and Bait Fishing-. Lake and
20 14 21 17—16— 88
In the past seasons it has been business. Mr. Ellis and wife left to
Stream Fishing for Trout. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write for Booklet.
interesting to our guests and many day for Boston and New York to pur D. F. Thompson,
17 14 17 71— 16— 81
Rangetley visitors to make the trip chase new furnishings for the camps.
J U L IA N K . V IL E S & S O N , Tim, Franklin Co., Me.
W.
M.
EQli'coitit,
to these camps to the top of Saddle
Miss Ruth W. Hamblen, the popular
15 19 19 14—12— 79
back mountain where the new tower postmistress has returned to Mountain
*Note—100, cannot exceed a peris located,, which is 39 feet in height View and assumed her duties after
To find out about it, write to
Tho’ Jack Frost is around
and which was put up by the state
for fire protection last season.
home in Gorham, Maine.
E D . G R A N T (Q. S O N S C O . .
And his presence we feel,
Hemon Blackwell
Many readers of the Maine Woods
KENHE3AGO, MAINE
Soon Spring will be here
will be sorry to learn of the death of
GRANTS* CAMPS
And the song of the reel.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. A. Sehieren of
O M O M fM l
Brooklyn, New York, who were guests
of Mountain View House for many
years. Mr. Sehieren died March 10th
and his wife March 11th.
Passed to Be Enacted.
B A L D M O U N T A IN C A M P S
| ‘Roy” Apt to Carry Off “Butch's” Mr Bowley has secured the services
Bald Mountain Cam ps are situated at the fo o t o f Bald Mountain on M ooselookm e:*:«
of Mr. and Mrs. Homer Barron for the
Prize.
An Act to repeal Chaipter 281 of
*untic Lake. Near the best fishing grounds. First class steam boat connections—A u to
j;|;
season. Mr. Barren as chef and Mrs. the Private and Special Laws
road to cam ps—T eleph one c o n n e ctio n s—T w o mails daily—W rite for free circular.
of
Portland, March 23.—John Jay Mc- Bari on as baker. Both are well known
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’ r.,
Bald Mountain, Maine
1907, as amended by Chapter 120 of
<< Devitt of Wifikesbarre, Penn., the and are artists in their line.
__
_
,
,the Private and Special Laws
of
self-styled king of merriment and
Harry C. .Morton, the conductor cn > nnn
. x.
, ,,
..
.
____ _
„ 1
relating to the protection
of
dispenser of laughter, the so-called [ the train from Oquossoc to Lewiston
the Golden Eye oir Whistler in the
millionaire-for-a-day and known
to has been confined to the house by ill- ,
_
.,
, ,
,
county of Hancock,
the world as “ Butch,” is quartered, ness the past few days.
(
W. R. Crowell, superintendent f e r ! An Act
*** * * Chapter 163 o f
not in the bridal suite, but quite as
comfortably—at the Falmouth hotel, the American Reality Co., has moved tl:,e Private and Special Laws of 1909,.
water
Mountain View, Maine
whose guest he will! be for the next into his camp at Oquossoc where he re,*at*DS to the hunting of
will make his headquarters in the fut- ; ^
a'n<*
birds in Back-bay,.
three
days.
Por further particulars write or address
in Portland, in Cumberland county,
“ Butch,” his laugh, his statue and
1
L. E. B O W LE V ,
1 a retinue of close friends arrived in Arlie Pillsbury has rented his farm An Act additional to Chapter 32
city yesterday afternoon on the and gone to Dixfield, Me., where he of the Revised Statutes as amended
I Mountain View,
*
•
Maine. | the
4.35 train from Boston—Butch and has taken a position to care for a large by Chaipter 206 of the Public Law3
party in a pullman coach, the statue farm. He left with his family for of 1913, reflating to fishing in Tufts,
Dutton and Grindstone ponds, in the
in the baggage car. A
crowd
of Dixfield this morning.
town
cf Kingfielld, in Franklin coun
Mr.
Bowley
has
a
crew
cutting
up
several hundred, including ladies of
all ages, some attended ty male es his wood pile, about 100 cords. Mr ty.
An Act to repeal Section 45 of
corts and others attended only
ty and Mrs. Bowley are busy getting
curiosity and perl’.aps, a hope, greet ready for spring and everything will be Chapter 32 of the Revised Statutes*,
ed the wife-hunter with something in shape as usual as soon as the ice as amended by Chaipter 206 of the
like a demonstration as he made h.is leaves the lake and they will be ready Pubic Laws: of 1913, reflating to the
way out of Union station to the big to look after the comfort and welfare jurisdiction of the commissioner of
sea and shore fisheries.
Studebaker car which had been s,ent ° f any and all guests who may come
F. G. P.
THE RANGELEY LAKES AND DEAD RIVER REGION to the station for his use.
(Continued on page- five.)

Farmington, Mar. 18, 1915.
week.
Mir. and Mrs. Burgess will
(Special to Maine Woods.)
work for Mr. Cobum this summer.
Thie morning as Edward
Holley
■went to the spring where he gets
the water he caught sight of an ani
mal.
Mr. Holley was without wea
pons, not having even
a pocket
knife. He dropped a pail and seiz
ed a club as the animal, which was
a bob cat, sprang at him. Dodging,
The additional ice fishing privilege
he struck at the cat but missed him.
! which has been in effect under the
As the animal turned he struck at
Igeneral larw during the months
of
k again and missed it the second i
j February and March in such Lakes,
time. Before it could spring
at
' ponds and rivers in Kennebec counAim the third time he struck
and
i ty as are not closed to ice fishing,
stunned it.
Then he
finished it
will cease with the closing of the
with a few more blows and
like
month of March.
While quite
a
Joe Knowles he had killed it with a
number of white peTch have
been
alub.
The cat weighed about
25
|taken in some of the ponds in the
pounds and measured four feet from
vicinity of Augusta, during the past
tip to tip.
two months, fit is not learned
that
Mr. Holley has had many adventbeen
ares as a hunter and trapper,
but many trout or salancn have
caugh.it.
bod© as exciting as this one.

PRIVILEGES WILL
CEASE APRIL 1ST

LEGISLATIVE
MATTERS

ATKINSON ONE
OF THE PARTY

t

M ountain V i e w M o u s e |

SPR IN G

FISH IN G

Will Soon Be Here

offers many attractions to the F IS H E R M E N . The num
erous Lakes, Ponds and Stream s in this territory are
well stocked and a continuous supply o f fish is provided
for by wise laws, w ell enforced. T his region is easily
reached in one day from Boston.
Y ou will m ake no m istake b y arranging fo r your SP R IN G
PISHING T R IP to any o f these waters. A descriptive booklet
with good m ap, fre e o n ,application.
F. N . B E A L ,

General M anager,

Come to m y house:—-4 m il hom e nest.
Just under Mount B igelow ’s lofty crest
If y u want fiisliinR, hu nting, health and rest
Please put my statem ents to the test.
If you com e just once, y ou 'll find it true.
We have them all. and m ore, to offer you;
Now don’t get w orried,—Y o u c a n 't y et blue
In the center o f " G o d ’s own Country

HOTEL BLANCHARD,
STRATTON M A IN E .

E. H. .GROSE, Prop.

■ I ,, ..
_ ^
„
C° ; and " v®nHis W ife
I don '. in y
coming home ntsveh o d d houi

Phillips, Maine.

Those to Be Envied.
Those are most to be envied who
soonest learn to expect nothing for
which they have not worked hard,
and who never acquire the habit of
pitying themselves overmuch, even if
in after life they happen to work in
vain.—Lord Macaulay.

Ancients Knew Quicksilver.
The discovery in an Austrian cemetery of glass mirrors dating from the
^ l u 3 - . =c-ond o r ^
c e n t u r y u p s e t th e

U "four 1 stead' o f t h ^ ' - r h i l a d e r
»hik Bulletin

theory that tlie ancients depended on
polished metal to see themselves.

The attending party consisted of
Louis Reycroft, Butch's private sec
retary; Matty Baldwin—yes, tile only
and original Matty—Butch’s physiical director, and Roy Atkinson of the
Boston post.
He who would exchange his statue
for a Portland bride was the cent
er of all attention.
In an interview with a Press re
porter he said:
“ At the station I
met Mr. Parker of The Press, who
led me, with my suit, to the waiting
car.
With ine was my private sec
retary, Louis Raycroft; my physical
director, Matty Baldwin, champion
lightweight of New England and Roy
Atkinson of the Boston Post, wli.o
came along as a friend to see that
I got a square deal from the Port
land girls.”
A photograph in the Press show
ed the party as they were being es
corted to the Studebakr car at the
Union station.
The Man on the
Job (Roy Atkinson) was standing in
! the car.

H E A L D P O N !) C A M P S

FRED HE.MDERSON, Prop.,

Jackman, Maine

M A IN E

WILL CATER TO
THE TOURIST

W O O DS,

restored on May 3.
These include No. 127 leaving Port
land for Baaigor at 1.20 a. m., and
known as the second pullman, train
No. 16 leaving Bangor at 12.25 for

P H IL L IP S ,

M A I N E . M A R C H 25, 1915.

Senate Reports
DOINGS AT THE
to pass
LEGISLATURE InewLegaldraftAffairs—ougiht
on act to incorporate

AUTOMOBILE

TRAVEL TO BE BIG

in
the
i Oquassoc Light & Power Co.; ought
The heaviest artery of tourist
to pass in new draft on act to dePortland is to have a summer tour-1 Boston.
Passed to Be E nacted.
] fine and make certain the authority travel into Maine is the Portsmouth1st hotel at the East End, known as
On the Dover and Fox croft branch
of school boards over school grounds, Portliand highway which it is esti
Ye Longfellow Inn.
mated handles about 90 per cent, of
An Act to authorize the Municipal - property and buildings.
the trains leaving Newport at 1.20
For some years a good many peo- j
this traffic.
Much of this spreads
Light
and
Power
Company
to
de
Inland Fisheries and game—Ought
train
pie have wondered why a hotel of |p. m. f o r Foxeroft and the
out on re a d in g Portland, and un
crease its capital stock.
j to pass on act relating to. fishing in
this sort has not been erected
in leaving Foxeroft at 12.01 noon for
doubtedly one of the next heaviest
An Act to amend, revive and e x -■Ellis pond in Somerset county, platsuch an admirable location command Newport will be restored.
'S of travel in Maine
itlft
t -nd the charter ot the btratton
a d ose time on the pond d u r in g ,,. ,
, ,
r, ...
U1U
ing as it d o e s a view of a large j A number of trains on the Wash
T 5
“
.
*
highway between* Portland and Brun.
Water Company.
-------- the month of September of each
part of the harbor and islands and j ington county road will be restored.
swiok and thence on to Rockland.
An
Act
to amend Section 2 of
On motion by Mr.
Herrick of These two important roads wiki be
the Falmouth shore, and Harry H. Train No. 127 will leave Bangor at
Chapter 32 of the R-'vised Statutes^ Franklin., House 563, “ An Act
Ad well taken care of by the bond issue,
Pease., a prominent resident of that i 6 a. m. for Washington
county.
section of the city has, it seems, con-; Train No. 115 will leave Bangor at as amended by Chapter 2U6 of the ditional to Chapter 32 of tine Revis Two ut the heaviest routes’ of travel
teinplated at various times building 10.30 a. m. for Mt. Desert ferry aud Public Laws off 191.3, relating to fish ed Statutes, as amended by Chapter in Maine axe the road between Port
a hotel for the accommodation
of train No. 118 will leave Mt. Desert ing in the pools at lllpiper Dam and 206 of the Public Laws of 1913, re land and Kryeihurg, via
Bridgton,
in till® river running from said pool lating to fishing in Bent’s Pond, sosumo 1*3r visitors.
which handles most of the White
ferry at 9.50 p. m.
to Lake Molly cfcunkmumk, in
the called, in the town of New Sharon in
With the prospect of a;
recordMountain business ip,to Maine and
Between Bangor and Mattawam- county of Oxford.
Franklin County, and in the town that between Portland, Lewiston and
breaking travel to Maine this season,
keatg train No. 93, which now leaves
An Act to. enlarge the powers of of Vienna in Kennebec County” was j Augusta, Whieh takes care of the
Mr. Pease has decided to bring his |
Bangor at 7.30 a. m. for Old Town,
the Portland Female Charitable So taken from the table.
long cherished dream to a realize-!
tremendously heavy Poland Spring,
will be extended to Mattawamkeag,
ciety.
tion, and so on Tuesday lie will b e -!
Rangeley lakes, Bangor and practical
and train No. 96 will be
restored
gin alterations on his fine
thrice-:
An
Act
to
create
a
board
of
ex
ly ail of the central and northern
leaving Foxeroft at 12.01 noon ‘for
IN , S P R A G U t ’ S
“ GOOD S T U F F ’
story apartment house at the corner i
amination and registration of nurses.
Maine traffic.
These two routes
for Bangor.
JOURNAL.
of Eastern promenade and Wilson |
probably will receive no improvement
An Act to amend Section 34 of
On
the
Buck
sport
branch,
service
street in order to convert it into a
from the bond issue in Cumberland
Chapter 15 of the Rt vised Statutes,
tourist hotel.
Mir. Pease said last ! of trains Nos. 432 and 433, between as amended by Chapter 173 of the
Number
5,
the
closing
number
of
j
county
and it is believed that prison
night that no addition will be. made I Bangor and Bueksport, will he re Public Laws of 1911, and Chapter 78 Volume 2 of Sprague’s Journal of labor could be used on them to the
stored
on
and
after
Monday,
May
3.
to the building this spring, but only j
of the Public Laws of 1913, relating Maine History, lias been issued. Its Jgreatest advantage,
such changes will be made as are I On the Mountain division., train No to the employment of superintendents prominent feature is an.
extended 1 With t' e completion, probably this
absolutely necessary.
In fact, the ' 158 from Portland at 1.10 p. m. also of schools. ■
sketch of Col. John Allan of Pas&a- j year, of the section of the Portshouse is so well fitted for the bus- |train No. 155 from Beecher Falls at
by j mouth-PortLand State highway
be
An Act to amend Section 1 of lnaquoddy,who was appointed
iness which its owner is about to 5.45 a. m. will be restored between Chapter 203 of the Public Laws of i the general court of the Massachus- tween Dunstan and Saco, it is pracundertake, that in all
probability Lancaster and Bartlett, on the same 1993, relating to the preservation of 1etts Bay Colony as superintendent Jtically certain that York
county's
but a short time will be required for schedule as previous to Dec. 28.
town records of births, marriagesand of Indian affairs in Easte rn Maine i S"are of the $2,000,000 bond
issue
the work.
Another season,
how
On and after Monday, April 5, the deaths previous to the year 1892.
land served under General Washing- will also be exhausted.
For this
ever, Mr. Peaise may make some ex Bridgton & Saco River railroad will
ton in that capacity.
He had en- reason it is believed that prison febAn Act in relation to the ccllecttensive alterations.
perform service connecting atB ridgtire control
of the situation during;, or should be used upon the roads
ing
and
preserving
of
plans
of
town,
ton junction with Maine
Central
ships and other properties.
tk« Pwicli <* «>e Revolutionary War. throughout this important section as
M A IN E
CENTRAL
T O R E S T O R E Mountain division trains Nos.
154,
\ . n .
, .I
H T
! This
from
the
pen
of
Mr. 1 s ° L'-v r0; c‘ mc-ney to be used in
An Act to enable Newcastle Lum -: _
_
.
. . . |tj.e f ullIri
158 and 168 for all stations includ
SOME T R A IN S .
,
, ",, . , I Sprague, editor of the Journal, vivid- tne Ia tw e m \erk county, outside of
ing Bridgton and Harrison; return ber Company to erect
ly portrays tihe leading events in CP].!**ie State-aid funds, will 1ave to come
The Maine Central railroad has an ing Harrison, Bridgton and intermed- piers and booms in Big Wood poncl in Allan’s career, and the important ironi the towns in that district,
nounced that a number of trains perform service connecting at Bridg- Somerset county.
work which he performed at that
Wit,! York and Cumberland ,ounthat had been taken off the
road junction with Maine Central trains
An Act to amend Section two of tijme.
,
i ties taking care of practically nineduring the winter season would . be Nos. 151, 155 and 163.
Chapter 32 of tie Revised Statutes,
The only other historical writer! tef l,s ot tl"0 ,Mlriet travel
as amended by Chapter 206 of the
who has ever given attention to C o l.!lnt° Maine: 11 Is absolutely h m ^
Public Laws of 1913, relating to fishtliat they have tie very best roaM
Kidder,
in
inp' in Rapid River, between Lower Alban was Frederick
so the travelers will not
b.-come
market todav.
Scotia,”
Richardson. Lake and L’mbagog Lake, “ Eastern Maine and Nova
Kidder
discoura&
<?d
on
first
entering
Maine
Since
and in Ponds-in-the-River, in
the published in 1867.
|and retrace their steps after -eaciiwrote
this,
there
have
appeared
sev
county of Oxford.
W ph the completion
eral volumes of the Documentary His , ins Portland.
An Act i to amend Section 2
of
e£ tile Portsmouth-Portland highway
tory of Maine, compiled from
the
IChapter 32 of the Revised Statutes,
the coming summer, this possibility
vast mass of documents gathered by
j as amended by Chapter 206 of the
is' eliminated, but t! ere are a vast
Hon. James P. Baxter, and known
Public Laws of 1913, relating to ice
number of important roads branch
as the Baxter Manuscripts.
! lisl-ing in Lower Kezar Pond in the
ing both north and south from this
Mr. Sprague has evidently studied State higli)Way whicJ. ?]:ou]<1 ^ ^
Designed by an old experienced trapper, upon true scientific principles.
town of Frye burg, in Oxford county
Contains compartment for live bait. All working parts inside o f trap.
nd in the town of Bridgton, in. Cunt- *‘-:,e'Se with great care ai.d they east ^j-uilt and maintained.
The trip action is adjustable to any desired tension.
much light^ upon this subject, which ;
____________
berland county.
G A T G rt ’ EM A L IV E A N D M A K E M O R E M O N E Y
was not accessible to writers at that
M
O OSE P R O T E C T E D
An Act to amend Section 10 of
time.
Chapter 116 of the Revised Statutes,
It has been a tedious pro and con
! relating to the compensation c f fish! The matter relating to Col. Allan,
prepared
in
a
most
interesting
manB O X W , O A K P A R K , IL L .
argument
regarding the length of the
wardens.
.
J „ ..
,
„! rier, is assuredly an important
ad- j close time which shall be placed upAn. Act to amend Section 1 o f ,
_
,
, *
„
i ditioox to Marne History. It also cm - on bull moose.
Beyond
question,
i Chapter 380 ot t::e Private and Spec- ' .
4
.
.,, ,
tains, as usual, valual le
historical Maine moose will I e protected, they
1
ini Laws of 1909, relating to the ^
nmtter with a complete
index cf Ishall not be allowed to vauisu fro®
taking of lobsters and, the setting of
ti ls volume.
the face of the earth ti e way the
lobster traps in the waters of GouIda
Adirondack moose have.
ho ro, Eden, Trent on, Lamoiiie, HanMore and more the citizens of
JI ST F I S H I N ’.
I cock, Sullivan and Sorrento.
■
” Maine realize that the dream of Hon.
An Act establishing a close time
Frank E. Guernsey, to have a gigan
on lobsters in certain waters of Han- j Jist a lazin’ round, I ding it,
tic game park near the base of Mt
Till it seems I can’ t git set
ecu k county.
Kata! din, is approaching realization.
Fur to settle down to workiti’
It may be possible to restore the
Cn motion by .Mr. Plummer o f LisFur a month er two just yet.
now gone for good caribou to the
1bon, House Document No. 558, bill,
woods of Maine.
Great care must
My, the sun’s a shinin’ warmer
An Act to extend the time
within
An’ the fish er bilin’ fine;
1 be taken, in conserving the
nearly
which the Farmington-Caklanc] Rail
Take t hem new sty le reds who want er, vanished beaver which arc aid now
road Company s', all actually com
Jist a hick’ ry pole fut mine.
; 1 1 have established themselves more
mence business, was taken from the
firmly than they were ten years ago.
i table.
Say, I know a hole fur catfish,
It
time to take the
.Maine
Where
the
bottom’s
yaller
clay,
Cu motion by .Mr. Wasgatt of D°cr
! game interests entirely out of poliIsje, the vote was reconsidered An’ the bank is nice an’ grassy
j tics.
The course pursued by the
Fur a long an’ loafin stay.
whereby the House voted to accept
j State of Maine in appointing Land
the report of the committee, report You can hear the red birds singin’
! Agent Mace a>gain, after a wait of
ing “ougl t not to pass,” on bill, An.
In the willers 'erost the stream,
|several years to his old place, as
Act providing a close time for deer W hile yer line is idle swingin’
I chief watchman over the forest fires
( a Deer Isle and Stoning ton.
As you chase a fairy dream.
j in the State of Maine, is a most
(For debate see Legislative Ret ord.)
j wise movement.
Mr. Mace, in the
The SPEAKER: As the Cl air un There is beauty all around you
I interim, has worked faithfully for the
An’ sich sweetness in the air
derstands it, the gentleman
from
Great Northern Paper Co., who beDeer Isle, Mr. Wasgatt, now desires That, by gum, you’d not trade phizes ; lie ve entirely in the conservation of
With a bloated millionaire.
to withdraw l>is motion where! y be
every Main,e interest that is of valu
V
moved to substitute t’ e bill for the Fur what’s money when a feller
ation.
report, and the same gentleman now
Has to live a slave to wealth;
When Maine can entirely weed out
moves that this matter be rece remit As fur me, give me my fishin’
politics from its game and forestry
ted to the comanitee on inland fish
An’ my >)a:hers of good health.
preservation, when Maine shall be
eries and game.
weighed by the worth of what it
— Bill St in g e r ,
■has
accomplished,
rather
than
The mo-ion was agreed to.
In Sportsmen’s Review.
through its political pull, it will be
ii.HErTKjracicwnrrcnutTdi
a red letter day for the State of
Maine.— Bangor News.

LIVE A N IM A L T R A P Th* b"‘ boxtraponthe

T R A P P E R S S U P P LY COMPANY

Are You Coming

To Maine This Summer
Many more are com
ing this year than ever
before.
Our Information Bur
eau tells you where to
go and how to get there
absolutely free of charge.
Write today and make
sure of accommodations.

Maine Information Bureau

Phillips, - Maine

ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON?

Young
w om en
g o in g
to
B o s to n to w o r k
o r s tu d y ,
a n y la d y g o in g t o B o s to n f o r
p le a s u r e or on a s h o p p in g
t r i p w it h o u t m a le e s c o r t w i l l
find th ‘e

Franklin Square
House
a d e l i g h t f u l p la c e to s to p . A
H o m e - H o t e l in th e h e a r t o f
B o s to n
e x c lu s iv e ly f o r w o 
m en.
6 3 0 ,r o o m s , s a fe , c o m 
f o r t a b l e c o n v e n ie n t o f a c c e s s
p r ic e s r e a s o n a b le .
F or par
t l c u la r s a n d p r ic e s a d d re s s

Miss Castine C. Swanson, Supt., 11 E. Newton St., Boston, Mass

TAXIDERMISTS
<L \\ PIC'KKL,
TAXIDERMIST
P ^ a k r in S r i f t i r t - Goods. F is h irp Tsckl*
Jndinn v c n - ir s . Ri'.skets nnd Souvenir*.
R A N O fe L E Y .
.
MA1NI

“ Monimmth .Moccasins”
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Known the world ov«r for excel
lence. Illustrated catelopue free.

M. L. GKTTH FM< < <>.,
Monmouth,

.

.
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tinued growth:
First, Chartom L. so constituted as to be divisible In
THE CLUB OF
Becker’s guiding hand; second, good case of ties, will be offered as prizes,
hand third, the fact that in the future.
Furthermore, it is
TIN WHISTLES fellowsihip;
the Country Club eliminated handicap very doubtful if the members will a-

^
sen t
lev
v/iu
sh r.

- tc
. -

o x avor depends upon the leaf being* pre
puura. state, possible only by pressing the
rm and keeping it in b y covering it
*'
•rapper.
The natural flavor and
v
:cr.pe w hen cut or granulated.

: :.c. v that is even thoroughly dried
whA..ie it off it crumbles.into dust,
1;
smoke smooth and cool as it has all
"or :v c o t o b a c c o flavor preserved,'unevaporated in
o.i

uanti

little trouble, amply repai
T ry this experiment ar

events from itg schedule. *Hiere are
The Outlook stories.
I have no
Just a Get-to-Gether of Jolly Good vivid recollections concerning
the
incidents connected,, h-ut as I read
Fellows.
them again they do seem “ familiar.”
The “ style” of introduction may, per
haps, be attributed to the oldtime pop
The following freon The Tin Whist ularity of the “ college y-ell.”
le’s Eleventh Anniversary is
re
—-Herbert L. Jill son.
printed and. presented with, the com
pliments of The Pin,ehurst Outlook;
M E R R Y W A R CRY T E L L S
THE
About this time, pleven' years ago, j
S T O R Y OF F. W . K E N Y O N ’ S
I wrote the following introduction to j
IN V IT A T IO N TOU RNEY.
one of the “ tournaments” which led j
up to the formation of what iA now
The first, reference in The Outlook
the ’Fin Whistle Club— and it told an ; to the tournaments which Resulted in
still tells pretty much, the whole Club organization, appears on Page
story of that e v e n t :
2 in the issue of Saturday, January
Can we golf and can we siug;
30th, 1994:
Gan we make the echoes ring?
z
Wow—wow— wow! Yes we are—
Well we rather think We can;
Ken-yon golfers—Rah—rail*—rah!
For the rest just “ ask the Man!”

gain sing with old-time fervor the
familiar war-cry. ** * Beginning in an
informal way, more as a frolic than
anything else, the
members have
formed a Club which, lias for its ob
ject:
“To promote a golfing fellowship
begun at Pinefhurst, and to main
tain there a neutral zone for a
choice and, chosen few from outside
organizations, to which it will be
pleasant to return year by year.”
Note—The constitution in its orig
inal form, officers and, a list of mem
bers complete the story.—Editor.

AN OHIO MAN ON
THE GAME LAWS

He’s the real- thing; well I guess!
Just a get-together of jolly good
In Favor of Fishing License as
Was lus tourney .a success?
fellows it was, with the late F. W.
Kenyon as the King Cole host of the
Ask the players; ask the bp-yes;
Well as Hunting.
day; the special features a “ buffet”
Listen to our cheerful noi-es!
at the elevaith hole! on No. I course,
Wow—wow—wow! Yes we are—
where spring water was mixed with
Farrc-ers-vil-Ie, Ohio, Mar. 18, 1915.
Ken-yon gofers—Rah—rah—-rail
nineteenth-hole refreshments, which
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
a.’®o constituted the “ divisible” priz
Find enclosed $1.00 for outing edit
Tim merry war cry and the score
es.
“ Moore,” cried ti e crowd, and tell the wliol-e story of F. W. Ken- ion of Maine Woods, as 1 do not
with double meaning.
Another tour j yon's invitation eighteen-hole li-andi- care to miss a copy, especially at
nament followed, then a smoker or ' cap, played Wednesday (January 27). this time as the changes in some of
two, and shortly after permanent or Any attempt to
enlarge upon it the game laws are about to take ef
ganization.
Alfred Henry
Lewis’ would be futile.
For further parti fect.
book, “ The Boss,” lias been given culars— “Ask The Man!” There were
1 have been going to- Maine sev
credit for the name, but I think, in prizes for the best net.and best gross
-T - T
iife fe T V
S it A
eral years in Somerset, Aroostook
stead, that it originated from the scores, as follows:
and Piscataquis counties and find
Club’s emblem-—-a silver watch chain J. A. Baker
80 deer, as I think, decreasing and
90 10
ENCORE R E Q U E S T E D
|whistle—which was frequently blown •M. C. Pars'll all
92 12— 80 moose* very much so. I think there
! in hotel corridors, in olden days, to i L. L. Kellogg, Jr.
85
0— 85 could be several changes made in
let the “ gang” know that somebody ! J. H. Hentz. Jr.
103 18— 85 the ga-me laws that would benefit
Oil, de groun’ hog seen his shadow
felt as once did the Governor
of A. I. Creamer
104 18— 86 the general public of Maine very
: ■an’ lie seen it good an' strong;
Kentucky!
Been spinning right a- W. J. Fleming
99 12— 87 much, especially guides and
camp
Den de clouds went on deir travels '
Icng all these years—-has the Club— J. W. Wilcox
108 20— 88 •owners.
I think if tie citizen’s li
and de sunshine come along.
until to-day you turn in your applica
88
0— 88 cense, same as in most every other
De sparrow hopped upon a limb a -1Frank Perkins Says Close Time tion mainly for a. place on the “ hon E. A. Freeman
T. S. Clark
109 20— 89 state was in effect, it would help to
talkin' ‘bout de spring,
orable waiting list,” and content your H. W. Priest
Is Needed to Save the Big
103 14— 89 employ mere wardens and I think
Pertendiu' h e’s a' robin an’ a-tryin’ t
self with looking over some three L. W. Johnson
106 15— 91 that a fishing license woud only be
foh to sing:
Game.
thousand dollars worth of prizes an F. J. Bailey
102 10— 92 fair as the fisih department ought to
Oli, Mistoh Groun’ Hog,
nually—and—anticipating!
132 25— L07 be self-supporting.
C. A. Lockwood
Vou’s great, beyond a doubt;
To-night I am writing a story on
As I understand it a part of the
But 1 want to ax dis question:
F. M. Perkins of Bradley, the vet ti e eleventh anniversary Tin Whistle W O W - W O W C L U B A D O P T S MORE
game revenue is used to support fish
Is yob license runn-in’ out?
eran game warden who lias been tournament, the first of what is to
A P P R O P R I A T E N A M E OF T IN
hatcheries and I am satisfied that
connected with the game interests be an annual observance. The elev
WHIS’LES.
the game revenue is not sufficient
When March begins to whisper ’bout for 23 years, is in Bangor for a short enth hole was still there, but no
«
to hire sufficient wardens to care
stay.
Asked by a News representat “ buffet.” and the prizes contributed
de Mowin’ an’ de frost,
The second reference appears upon for the game, especially in the vi
An' de wind it stahts a-wallin’ like it ive for his views regarding the pro by Chisholm Beach and George H. Page 7 of the issue of February 20th,
cinity of lumber camps as I knew a
posed close time on moose for four Crocker were not “divisible.” The and relates to a tournament held upv only friend was lost,
lumber c-amp that was using on an
years,
as
outlined
in
the
bill
now
Yoh better leave de quiet place dat
program was run off under the pat on Monday, the fifteenth, which the |average of one deer each day and
before the legislature,, he stated that riotic name of a “ Flag
you’s a 'hidin’ in
Contest,” Club's historian lias, without doubt, had two hired hunters hunting Sun
An- take a look an’ try to see yoh lie favored it most decidedly. There best known to golfers as a “ tomb incorrectly moved forward one week,
day and week days.
Had
there
are many good reasons for the pro stone” competition, but not at all but this is of little consequence:
shadow once again.
been wardens in plenty, surely this
posed close time, he believed, and he suitable under that cognomen for an
Oh, Mistoh Groun’ Hog,
slaughter of deer would not have oc
Y*es we are; Yres we are;
failed to see any of consequence a- anniversary contest. Seventy-six was
You sho’ly was immense,
curred.
There w-e-re citizens of for
Tin Whis'le-s! Tin Whis’les!
gainst it.
But we’s kinder apprehensive
allotted as the bogey, and the pl-ayer
eign countries in this cam,p, hunting
Rah!
Rah!
Rah!
Dat you’s lost yoh in-floo-ence.
Mr. Perkins called attention to the erected the Stars and Stripes at the
the same as citizens of Maine with
—Washington Star.
fact that 95 per cent, of the moose point his score, plus his handicap,
Can we golf and can we sing;
out a license.
There were two classes
shipped through Bangor during the gave out.
Can we make the echoes ring?
Further, I think if the carrying of
last game season, barely cleared the with George T. Dunlap of Forest
guns
in the summer fishiDg could be
Well, we rather think we can;
law in regard to size.
The young Hills, the winner in Class A, very
prevented it would save the life o,f
For
the
rest
just
“
Ask
The
Man!”
cup.
Highest prices paid for all kinds of bulls are being killed off in an a- close to the nineteenth hole
many a deer both doe and fawns,
larming manner and unless somethin Henry C. Fownes of O-akmont was
Yes we are; Yes we are;
as they stay around the waters in
skins by a manufacturer
In Class B.
is done at once to protect the game, ! second not far away.
Tin Whis’les! Tin Whis’le-s-!
summer and are easy prey to the
Hyannispo-rt
Maine soon will have no moose. Years Walter L. Milliken of
A. W E I B E L ,
Rah! Rah! Rah I
fisherman with, the gun in camp,
476 Fulton St., BROOKLYN, N. Y. ago, lie stated, it was a rare excep was nineteen feet from the nine
and no warden in. sight.
The “ Wow—Wow—Wow!
Rah—
tion to find a young or small moose teenth hole, a. rather happy combin
I do not want to be classed
as
nowprize, Rah—Rah! Club,” which is
among the shipments and the differ ation which won the first
wanting to know better than the cit
while
G.
M.
Howard
of
Halifax
fin
known
by
the
more
appropriate
name
ence
now
is
most
marked
and
indi
SANDY RIVER « RANGELEY
Forty of the “ Tin Whis-’les,” got together izens of Maine, or a kicker on the
cates a great deal to the initiated. ished close up fo.r second.
noticed
Monday laws as they are, but I
There were 65 moose and saddles in three other players participated, a- for its second tournament
LAKES RAILROAD
-sometime
ago
that
one
of
the
game
last season’s shipments and it will no mong them: R. C. Shannon, II, J. and a. fa.rewell blowout to a fellow
T H E TABLE
doubt surprise the public to learn L,. Top-pin, P. S. Maclauighlin., Dr. J. member, W. J. Fleming.* * * Presi commissioner,s- was asking for infor
In Effect, December 14th, 1914.
that 95 per cent, were young animals S. Brown, J. M. Thompson, C. L. dent F. W. Kenyon offered trophies mation and opinions of people who
gross have been in the state hunting and
Beaker, I. S. Robeson, J. G. Nichcl- 1for the . best net and b-es-t
just large enough to clear the law.
scores,
and
there
was
no
protest
jfishing ■and it is my camd-id opinion
|
son,
C.
B.
Hudson.
J.
H.
Clapp,
P.
FA RM IN G T O N Passeoger Trains leave Farm
In regard to the talk made before
ington for Phillips. Rangeley. and Kingfield, at
1L. Lighthourn, Robert Hunter, Stuy- when M. C. Parslhaill won both ; that there needs to be a change to
5.16 P. H., and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. fa s - ; the legislative committee at Augusta
Bender trains arrive from Phillips at 6.55 A. M. 1a few days ago in the course of the vesant LeRoy, C. B. Fownes,
C. S. because they were of a character get more revenue so as to put more
»nd from Rangeley, Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10
wardens on the job or it will soon
hearing on changing the close time Macdonald, R. H. Hunt, Dr. M. W. which would not “ keep.” At a m eet-!
P.M.
not h e . worth while to pay the li
ing
of
the
Club
after
the
tournament,
|
Ma-rr,
W.
E.
Trues
dell,
Frank
PresibPerkins
MIXED TRAIN arrives at 9.35 A . M and leaves on woodcock to Get. 1, Mr.
cense and railroad fare that it costs
*t 11.00 A. M.
stated that the remarks of Janies B. rey, T. B. Boyd and G. F. Brown in the war cry which appears, at the I
us,
out in Ohio, and other Central
head
of
this
story
was
adopted.
Par-1
STRONG PASSENGER TR A IN S leave for Mountains of Bangor in reference to Class A; E. B. Pratt, A. B. Alley, J.
States to get an outing however muck
Farmington, at 6.23 A. M. and 1.87 P. M. For !
ticip-ating
in
this
tournament
'
were:
:
D.
C.
Rumse-y,
H.
W.
Ormsbee,
C.
H.
Phillips at 12.37 P. M . and fo r Phillips and 1the hundreds of partridges served at
we enjoy it.
I know it is quite an
Kangolev at 5.47 P. M. and fo r King-field at 5.50 P. a certain banquet at a Bangor hotel ; Lay, F. C. Abbe, J. M. Robinson, H. j M. C. Panslhall, H. A. Fisher, W. J.
M.
*
asset to the state to get as many
!
F
le
m
in
g
,
M.
B.
Byrnes,
j.
F.
Greene,
It
Mackenzie,
M.
D.
Fink,
Dr.
Carlos
were made from mistaken premises.
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at ;
as
L. IF. E. DeLong, F. Bailey, H. N. Bur hunters from outside the state
12.37 P. M. and 5.47 P. M. From Bigelow at 1.25 j The partridges in question,
he said, MacDonald, J. PI. McLeod, W.
will
come
and
from
what
I
saw
P. M.
.
)
roughs,
J.
A.
Baker,
B.
H.
Thompson,
were sold by him as game warden to Hurd. W. S. Van Olief, C. Z. Eddy,
last year it is the' citizens that are
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 8.46
House, authority being H. H Rackham, R. C. Blanche, J. R. W. S. North, C. A. Lockwood, A. I.
A. M. and from Bigelow at 2.10 P M., and from the Bangor
they
Farmington at 11.45 A. M. Leaves fo r Phillips at given by law, and the Bangor House Bowke-r, J. R. Towle, J. T. Newton, Creamer, H. W. Priest,, L. B. John slaughtering the deer which
1.40 P. M and for Farmington at 8.45 A. M.
have tli,e right to, if they do- not
son,
L.
F.
Brigham,
B.
S.
Mills.
C.
C.
Moore,
M.
B.
Johnson,
T.
L.
had them legally in possession. The
care to obey the law, as they are
PHILLIPS PASSENGER T R A IN S leave for
Redficld and E. E. White in Class
Farmington at 6.00 A . M. and 1,15 P. M. F o r ’ law states that birds confiscated ma-y
careful
to see that the party who
C
O
N
S
T
I
T
U
T
I
O
N
,
O
F
F
IC
E
R
S
A
N
D
And round the
“ nineteenth
Rang*ley at 6.15 P- M.
be sold by the warden for consump B.
buys the license does- obey.
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at
T
H
E
L
I
S
T
OF
M
E
M
B
E
R
S
hole,”
Saturday
evening
in-any
a
mind
12.55. M. and 6.10 P. M. Prom R angeley at tion within the state, hotel proprie
So I think tire fishermen should
M A D E P U B L IC .
12.20. M.
tors having a cold storage plant may wandered hack over the y&ars which
pay
a small license as well as the
have
flown,
recalling
those
who
will
MIXED TR AIN leaves fo r F arm ington at 7.30 keep them as long as they please and
•
A. M Rangeley 2.20 P. M. and arrives from .
hunter, a:s a great many
fishermen
never
again
answer
roll
call.
|
The
third
reference
-appears
on
it
is
legal
to
hold
them
and
to
serve
Farmington at 2.15 P. M. K tngeley 10.15 A . M.
•have
their
venison
aswell
as fish
I have gathered together for this Page 3' of The Outlook for Mar. 5th;
RANGELEY PASSENGER T R A IN S leave for them under these circumstances.
while
in
summer
camp,
but
scarcely
The
mystery
surrounding
the
‘*Wow
the
Farmington at 10.40 A . M. and arrives at 8.00 P.
Referring to the weather, Mr. Per issue three stories concerning
any hunter has fish in 1fall
c-amp
M.
—Wow
Club,”
later
known
as
the
Club’s
early
history
from
The
Out
kins said people were often mistaken
after
fishing
season
is
over.
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 3.45 iii stating, in case of a mild winter, look files for 1904.
Memory is apt “ Tin Whis’les,” is past for the Club
P. M. and leaves at 7.30 A . M .
announces
Yours truly,
SALEM PASSENGER T R A IN leaves at 1,00 that we had “ never seen anything to be a bit. capricious, so I make but now comes forward and
Certain it is, how not only its officers and membership,
P. M. for Farmington and arrives at 6.16 P. M.
like it.”
He recalled that in 1894 brief comment.
L. K u r t z .
bu-t a constitution, as- well. It is fur
KINGFIELD PA SSE N G E R T R A IN leaves for there was a mild winter and a very ever, that no “ boycott” was imposed
Bigelow at 9.00 A. M. and 6.38 P. M. F or Farm- j early spring, and that' he had
his. in securing these stories; the first, ther intimated that certain rites and
Home, Sweet Home.
ington at 12.40 P. M.
garden plowed April 20.
Another “ tournament” regarded mere as a nov ceremonies which have been perform
Between thirty and forty thousand
BIGELOW PASSEN GER T R A IN leaves for year, when he was on the border, elty or ‘‘frolic”—if you can tell me ed at “ tile eleventh -hole” -will be
Sicilians emigrate from Palermo to
E&rmington at 10.50 A . M. Arrives from K inghe remembered a snow storm on what this word means—than a jolcs. greatly modified and perhap-s omit the United States each year, and in
field at 10.00 A. M.
F. K. BEAL, Gen’ l Manager,
April 1, three feet of snow by actual To my mind three things are pri ted, and strangest of all, it is said the course of time almost all of them
Phillips, Maine.
marily responsible for the Club’s con that sterling trophies, which are not go back permanently or for a visit.
measurement falling.

Slice st si
you Mfti

VETERAN WARDEN
FAVORS MOOSE LAW

R A W FURS

M A IN E

W O O DS,

Tibe hatchery is Located about one
mile beyond Palmer Center on the
ISSUED WEEKLY
direct road to Ware and close to the
highway.
Visitors are always wel
1. W . B r a c k e t t C o .
come and every attention is shown
Phillips, Maine
them by Supt. Monroe and his men.
People wiho are intensieted will, be
L. 8 . BRACKETT,
well repaid if they take time to go
Business Manager
to see this work as it is being ahofwn
by the large number of persons who
OUTING EDITION
visit the hatchery speaks well for
pa*es .............................................. $1.00 per year
the work the state is doing in the
LOCAL EDITION
line of fish culture.
12 and 16 ............................................ S1.W per year
At the different stations there are
Canadian, Mexican, Cuban and Panama suLs srkption 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription over 6,000,000 brook trout fry
that
t- cents extra.
have been hatched this year,
and
trout
Entered as second class matter, January 8L these fisih with the rainbow
hatching
t»9®. at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under and salmon that are now
the A ct of March 3, 1S79.
and the large and small-mouth black
bass that will be hatched in June
Taa Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire will surely be a revelation to
most
state oi Maine as to Hunting. Trapping. Campof tine people.
In the way of food
i tg and Outing news, and the Franklin county
fisihi, such as wall-eyed pike, white
lo:ally.
-Maine Woods solicits communications and flab and yellow perch, the commissioners
and game photographs from ts readers.
have planned to hatch at this sta
When ordering the address o; your paper
tion at Least 150,000,000 this spiring
changed, please give the old as well os new
with which to stock many of the
address.
lakes, ponds and rivers.
Besides the Palmer station
the
T H U R S D A Y , M A R C H 25, 1915.
commission is now operating a large
hatchery at Sandwich, another
at
Sutton and still another at Adams.
The Sutton and Adams stations are

MAINE WOODS

FISH HATCHERY
AT PALMER, MASS.

P H IL L IP S ,

M A I N E , M A R C H P.5, 1916.

town’s limits that are free to the
public for trout fishing, but
those
which are not posted are very good
ones, and a great quantity of trout
is caught in Monson each year by
those who get out on the opening
days.
The brooks, at present, are
nearly free from ice and snow, and
the anglers wlho have secured
the
big strings on the first days on for
mer years are hoping far fair weath
er with no late snowstorms until the
season is on.
For many years there have been
planted in the streams of the town
a large number of small trout. Last
year the general complaint
from
the fishermen was that four-fifths of
the trout that they could induce to
bite were just under size, the brooks
appearing to be fulll of four
and
five-inch trout.
The men who en
joy trout fishing are looking forward
to a season this year, when
the
majority of the trout hooked will be
within the law.
There have been
fewer fingerljng trout put in
the
brooks this year than formerly, but
those who wish to stock brooks can
apply for tlh© Ungerlings of Herman
Markus on Main street.—Springfield
Republican.

Brook and Rainbow Trout-Salmon
Hatched In Up-to-Date Plant.
Few people realize wha.t a large
plant lias been developed in Palmer
during the past few years for hatch
ing fisili with which to stock
the
lakes and streams of the state. The
work has been done by the fislh and
game commission, of which George
H. Graham of this city is a member.
At the present time brook trout, sal
mon and rainbow trout are hatchling,
whale during April and May white
perch., yellow perch and wall-eyed
pike will be hatched.
During June
both large and small-mouthed black
bass will be hatched.
The hatchery is located just above turning out twice ae many fish, this
Forest lake, and before this spot year as they did three years ago.
was decided upon the
commission
spent one year in experimenting to
Displays of fishing tackle in the
ascertain if the water was suitable various shop windows in
Monson,
of sufficient quantity throughout the Mass., forecast the arrival of the
year to meet ail requirements
for troutjng season.
Things are very
Those who have been watching
such work.
The plan on which, the quiet with, the sportsmen
just at
for birds in Lewiston and Auburn
station is being developed was adopt present, for with the
arrival of
ed after careful study experts being March' the gun had to be oiled and seem to think the spring migration
called in for consultation. When ful put away, and the tip-ups wound Up has really begun.
Robins
were
ly developed it will be one of the and put by until another winter. seen and heard in various parts of
best and largest fish' hatcheries in The only men seen in the woods at
both cities, Wednesday, and blue
the country.
present are the fox hunters, and they
birds have been seen in Greene and
The main hatchery building which are few.
Many of the old men who
Turner
as well as here- An Auburn
was erected last fall is now being enjoyed the sport or followed it as
used for the first time. It is built a 'business proposition have given it farmer saw and heard a song spar
for convenience and has every ac up on account of advanced age, fihe row and robin, yesterday, a purple
commodation for turning out large scarcity of the animals in the town, grackle the day before and a flick
quantities of fish.
It is 72 feet and those who knew their habits
long, 40 feet wide, two stories high and learned their runways considered er Saturday and Mr. Waterman saw
Lake
and has a furnace room on the back it good judgement to keep good fox a red-winged black-bird near
side.
On the first floor are the hounds with which to hunt them. Auburn last week.
troughs for hatching trout and sal They were furnished sport and as th
mon eggs, and the batteries
with prices paid for the hides were good,
MAP FOR T H E W A R D E N S .
jars for hatching pike and perch, it also added materially to their in
also the office for the superintend come.
But the fox hunters and goo
It may not be of interest to any
ent.
Upstairs is a large carpenter fox dogs in Monson at the present
one except those in the office of the
shop, paint shop and a storeroom time are few indeed.
for the large number of cans which
Since the closing of the season on commissioners of inland fisheries
are used in Shipping the fish all birds and squirrels; the hunters have and game, but the work that is be
over the state, also a bedroom for enjoyed, to a considerable
extent,
ing done on a large map in the of
the messengers who have to start the hunting of rabbits and
white
fice
will be invaluable for the com
out early with' Shipments of fish.
hares.
Both of these animals wer
missioners
as well as for others in
T h e building is well constructed. very plentiful’ during the season. The
It is equipped with a telephone and white hares were more
numerous the office.
On the huge map that hangs on
electric lights and all conveniences than for years, and a record num
are
for doing the work
economically. ber of them were brought in.
Tihe the wall little disks of paper
These designate the
The water that supplies this building rabbit hunters were not as successful being placed.
.comes into it from a reservoir 1300 as on former years; the reason for residences of the wardens in any
Each county has
-feet away through two steel pipes, this is hard to account for, unless It particular spot.
one six and one four inches. After was because there were fewer men its own letter and each warden and
the water has been, used for hatching with good dogs out after them. The chief warden has a number with tha
trout and salmon eggs it is return sportsmen who have enjoyed fishing letter. Numbers and letters to cor
ed to the stream aind is used as a ■for pickerel through the ice have had respond to these are on a separate
supply for rearing small-mouth, black very poor success this year.
The sheet of paper with the names of
bass in the ponds on the meadow number brought in from the ponds1of the chief wardens and the wardens
.below the hatchery building. Aside the town was the smallest in years to correspond.
The only Monson fishermen
Should there be any need to look
from the present supply there will past.
be a four-inch pipe coming from who have secured good strings were urn an officer in any particular lo
springs on the hill above the hatch those who visited the ponds in Hol c a l i t y , a glance at the map will show
Several parties went to the the nearest point at M uch one re
ery, which will also1 supply the other land.
Wales pond, where in former years sides and, hy consulting the file the
building.
At the present time there are 1,- they secured good strings, but they name and postoffioe address or the
be
400,000 brook trout, 200,000 rainbow had as poor luck a©' those who tried telephone number may at once
determined.
By the usie of the
trout and 100,000 salmon eggs hatch the local pondis.
The trout season, which will, open map a great amount of time may be
ing.
Most o f the brook trout eggs
have already hatched, and the young April 1, promises to be a good one, saved and word may be communi
fish will soon begin to feed. It is although there is some question as cated to an officer in such a short
ex period that prompter and more ef
the aim of the commissioners
to to how the fish survived the
rear as many as possible of these tremely dry fall and early winter. ficient service will be secured.
There are over a hundred wardens
small fish to finger lings before plant It is thought that as the long dry
ing them in the streams.
Next to spell did not arrive until late that and chief wardens scattered through
this hatching house is a large ice a great majority of the fish had gone out the State so that unless it were
house, arranged with a refrigerator to winter quarters- in the ponds, for this map much time would be
room to hold the meat and liver where they would not suffer. There lost in looking up any particular of
are very few brooks within the ficer.
which is used to feed the fish.

LAWS FOR BEST IN SO.Realizing that $25 was a pretty
high figure for non-residents to pay
TERESTS OF STATE for
the privilege of Shooting gaju*
in Maine, in addition to their trav
eling and camp expenses, the mem
Close Time on Bull Moose for Four bers of the Legislature have reduc
ed tihie nan-reBiident license fee U
Years, Leading Measure.
$15, the figure at which: it was plac
ed when the law was
oriimaUrs
enacted.
Augusta, Mar. 28.—If the 77tli Leg
islature does nothing more before it
L A W ON G A M E BIRD S.
adjourns, it may rest content with
the fish and game legislation
that
Some radical change© in the law
has been passed at the present ses on game birds have been made. la
sion.
Every measure that has been the eight southern countie®,
York,
for the beet interests' of the sports Cumberland,
Sagadahoc,
Limcoda,
men of Maine and more has been Waldo, Knox, Hancock, and
Wash
done toward helping out the con ington,, the open season on partridga
ditions in the State than at
any has been changed, bo that it shall
other session iin a long time.
not be legal to shoot these bird® un
It is true that the resident hunt til Oct. 1.
The odd Ia.w aldowei
er’s license law has not been pass them to be shot on Sept. 15. ThA
ed and, at the tiime this was writ change has been made to conform
ten, there seemed to be no likeli with the federal
migratory biri
hood that it would get through the law.
In the other eight counties
Legislature.
The act to secure a of the State, the ’aw will
remaAi
non-resident fisQuermeu’s license has as it is at present.
also fallen by the wayside. But even
Another important change in the
if these two measures have not been game laws has been made so tliat
passed—and the opinion as to their the statutes of Maine will conform
merit has been, much divided—there with, the federal regulations. From
have been others
that have or now on, it shall1 be illegal to hunt
any kind of game or wild bird from
sunset of one day to sunrise of the
next.
It shall also be unlawful t*
hunt any wild animal from one hour
after sunset of one day until ont
hour before sunrise of the next day.
By these rgulations all ngiht hunt
ing will be done away with.
CHANGES

IN

F IS H

LA W S.

Among the changes that
hate
been made in the fishing laws—ani
this refers to only those for
th»
whole State, for there ha® been a
mass of special legislation in this
regard—'perhaps the most important
(Continued on page eig h th

PARENTS
I f you have a son or daughter

will be incorporated into law
that
MIGRATION OF
will mark the present Legislature as : from 16 to 20 years of age, who
a notable one for fiisih and game ! wishes to succeed in the business
BIRDS HAS BEGUN work.
world, send me your name and

Leading all of tine measures in
popular interest, perhaps, is the act address, for some free advice.
that will place a close time on moose 1
A. W . W IN G ,
in the State of Maine for four years, j
This was proposed two years
ago,
Winthrop,
Mass,
but was so strenuously opposed that!
it went down, to defeat.
At
this
session, Harry B. Austin of Phillips,
the present chairman of the commis
sion of inland fisheries and game, j
Been
who had proposed the measure two 1912 Regal Roadster.
miles and no
years ago, secured more
support- j run 12,000
ers in the law-making body.
T h e ; more.
Larger car needed,
only opposition that developed came I
reason
for
selling.
from the residents of
Washington |
county.
At first they sought
to J
F R A N K F. G R AV E S,
defeat the bill absolutely; then they
tried to amend it so that moose |
N ew Sharon Maine
could still be shot in
Washington!
county where the moist of them are !
to be found at the present time. In !
both. Senate and House, the bill was
overwhelmingly endorsed as it was
O f an Occasional Trip to
originally drafted.
Another important measure that
has passed tihe Legislature is that W ill Be Greatly Enhanced If the
which restores to the commission of
inland fisheries and gam© the juris
diction of game matters on the is Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a
lands of the coast itself. Two years,
Home During Your Stay.
ago, this part of the enforcement of Positively the Only First-Class Modern
the fflsfh and game laws was delegat House In the City, With All Conven
ed to the commissioner of sea and iences Including Hot and Cold Running
Water and Local and Long Distance
shore fisheries who was to have jur Telephone in All Rooms.
isdiction over the mainland to a dis Just a step from woniimeiit Square
tance of a mile from the coast.
Restaurant Connected. Kates Reasonable.
Now all this territory has again been T ake the “ Jitney” or Munjoy Hill car from
Union
Station.
brought under the control of
the
R. F. HIMMELEIN.
commissioners of inland
fisheries H. E. THURSTON.
Proprietors.
and game and will probably remain I

FOR SALE

THE PLEASURE
PORTLAND

NEW CHASE HOUSE

M ETZ

“ 25”

T h e Q u a lit y ’ C a r

Not a single feature lacking that enters into the make-up of a strictly
high-grade car. BEST QUALITY equipment throughout. The car without
a fault. Call or write for new illustrated catalo gue.

C h a s. W . S k illin g s .
R. F. D. 4.

F a rm i n g to n ,

Me

M A IN E

CLASSIFIED
U
j
»« eem • wwr*i In *4tmm.
•tker dlBDtay.

Na handlma «

(M h in rta ia a . b . «. —d m -

PRICE of Shovel handle blocks,
wtoter taxi spring 1916, X X block*.
>4 cents; X blocks, 60 ceate>; No. 3
Mocks, 24 cant* par dosen. Am«s
Slovel & Tocdi Co., D. G. Bean
ifent, Bingham, He.
FOR SALE—Wood saw outfits:
3
H. P. complete $85: 4% H. P. $110:
5 H. P. $126: 6 H. P. $150. Guaran
teed f o r fiT * years.
28 inch saw
$5.50.
Other sizes in
proportion.
Thirty days free trial.
'Thorndike
Machine Co.. Portland, Maine.
FOR SALE—Full
blooded
Welsh
pony, eight years old, kind and safe.
Also wagon, sleigh and harness. For
particulars address Frank Toothaker,
Phillips.

L E G IS L A T IV E
(C ontinued from

M ATTERS
page one.)
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P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E , M A R C H M , 1«1i.

open seasons jn WasMrngton,, Aroos
took, ' Hancock, Penobscot, Piscata
quis, Somerset, Franklin sund Oxford
up to Oct. 1 of eachi year the LLcemse
fee shall be $5 and jin th,e counties
of Androscoggin, Oumherlaind, Knox,
Kennebec, Lincoln, Sagadahoc, Waldo
and York, game birds and animals
may be shot except during the month
of November only on the payment of
a $15 license fee.

An Act to amend Chapter 32 of
the Revised Statutes, as amended by
Chapter 206 of the Public Laws of
1913, relating to fis/lning in portions of
RangeTey Stream, Keamebago Stream
and Little Kenjiebago Stream, in the
counties of Frank Lin and Oxford.
An Act additional to Ghiaipter 32
of the Revised Statutes, as amended
by Chapter 206 of the Public Laws
Resolves Signed by G overnor
of 1913, relating to fishing in Horse
Shoe Pond, in West Bowdoim College
Resolve appropriating money
to
Township, i,n the county of Piscat aid navigation on Rangeley Lake,
aquis.
Moosleookmeguntic Lake and CupsoipAn Act additional to Chapter 32 tic Lake $800.00.
of the Revised Statutes, as amended
Resolve appropriating money
to
by Chapter 206 of the PuibJliic Laws aid navigation on Sebec Lake $200.of 1913, relating to the bunting of 00.
water fowil and other wild birds in
Resolve appropriating
money for
Back Bay, in Portland, in the county the maintenance of lights along the
of CumberLamd.
narrows connecting the Upper and
An Act to repeal certain Priva/te Lower Richardson Lakes $200.00.
and Special Laws, relating to the
Resolve appropriating money to aid
use of motor boats in hunting sea lit the screening of Parker Pond in
birds, duck and waiter fowl on the Kennebec and Franklin
Counties
coast of Maine.
$250.00.

1ST HAVE SYSTEM
Motor Truck Cannot B« Said t«
Ra Fkial Answer to Deliv
ery Problems.
TRAFFIC

MUST BE STUDIED

NEWEST RACING CAR
E N G L IS H DESIG N T H A T HAS AN
ODD A PPEA R A N C E.

Constructed to Do Away as F ar a«
Possible W ith the Resistance
of the Wind.

The solution of the problem of wind
resistance in the construction of rac
No Two Cities Alike In T h e ir Circum ing cars depends largely upon the per
stances and Handling of the W ork
sonal equation. An Englishman, ta— To Get Best Returns Ex
! terested in seeing just how far he
could go in restricting air' friction,
pert Should Be at Head
recently experimented with a modbl
of Department.

Lack of knowledge of traffic condi
tions combined with a lack of system
in delivery service, will do much to
Increase the unprofitable overhead ex
pense of mercantile concerns, accord
ing to John N. Willys. Mr. Willys’ or- 1
A competent housekeeper wishes
ganizatlon has made an exhaustive j
to do general housework in a small
study of traffic problems both In this
family.
Has a bay, 13 years
old
country and abroad and he speaks
irhom she wishes to take with her.
with the certainty given by the infor- I
Send answers to Mrs. George Allen,
m&tlon acquired through thorough and
Wilton, Maine.
An Act to amend Section 38 of
continuous investigation.
Chapter 32 of the Revised Statutes,
G A M E B IRD P R O T E C T IO N
"It often has been stated that the
CANVASS canoes recanvassed. Ban- as amended by Chapter .206 of the'
Wedgewise Design on an English En
motor truck is the final answer to all
trant for the Tourist Trophy.
for fillers used. Satisfaction guaran Public Law® of 1913, relating to thej
delivery
problems,’’
says
Mr.
Willys.
Mr. Wheeler of Brunswick explainteed.
Row boats repaired.
New closed season on wild hares or rab
ed that the act relating to the pro "It has done much to solve the diffi- j which presented very little surface to
row boats for sale. Martin L. Ful bits.
tection of game birds is intended culty, that is true. The advantages of |the wind. His radiator is extremely
ler, Rangeley, Maine.
motor transportation over the archaic I narrow, almost sharp, and combines
An Act to repeal Chapter 373 of tc make the Maine laws conform, wit horse-drawn vehicle have been too
with the engine hood wedgewise, being
FOR RENT— “ Birdh Point
Lodge,” the Private and Special Laws of the federal regulations regarding mi thoroughly demonstrated to leave any only wide enough at the rear to shield
situated on Lake Mooselookmeguntic 1907, relating to the protection t>f gratory birds and the only objection doubt on the subject. But the motor his body from the^impact of the rush
was to tlie regulation that woodcock truck is not the whole solution by any of air. The wheels, which are solid,
directly opposite “ The
Birahes,” ducks in Lincoln county.
cannot be shot until after Oct. 1., means.
are of standard gauge, the narrow ra
An
Act
to
amend
Section
2
of
known as the Newport of Maine. Un
“Each city furnishes an individual diator jutting up from a flat platform
questionably the most beautiful spot Chapter 32 of the Revised Statutes, on the ground that this is too late
on the chassis.—Popular Mechanics.
iu the Rangeley Lake country. Com as amended by Chapter 206 of the to hunt those birds iin Maine. Mr. traffic problem of Its own. The prop
osition
facing
the
truck
operator
Is
fortably accommodates fourteen per Public Laws of 1913, relating to ice Wheeler argued that it jis not too never the same in any two localities.
Usefulness of Speedometers, v
sons, modern plumbing, ice house fishing in Lake Kezar, i.n the towns late as woodcock stay in Maine un The business man who conducts a suc
Though
speedometers generally are
in til the ground freezes soffidly.
fall, wood shed stocked, motor boat, of Lovell, Stoneham and Stowe
cessful delivery system must be a used to ascertain the speed at which
Mr.
Higgins
of
Brewer
said
the
I
rowboats and canoes, all in
good , Oxford county.
close student of traffic conditions in the car is being driven, there is an
with j his territory. By a successful deliv other use to which they advantageous
condition.
Salmon and trout fishing. | An Act additional to Chapter 32 amendment does not conflict
Apply to J. L. Kraus, 29 Broadway, Iof the Revised Statutes, as amended the federal law and that people in i ery system, I mean one that puts a ly may be put, i. e., to determine the
by Chapter 206 of the Public Laws the wild land counties want, the a- j balance on the profit side of the led- exact moment when it is proper to
New York City.
of 1913, relating to fishing in Over- j mendm ent. He quoted decisions to ■ geiwone that pays for itself in*direct change gears. Of course, the time
when gears should be shifted will vary
show that the Weeks-McLain bill is results.
FOR SALE— Cows, A. S. Beedy, Phil sett Pond, in the town of Greenlwood ;
"Many of the progressive houses to slightly according to the conditions
the constitutional!.
in
Oxford
county.
lips, Me.
The house by a vote of 60 to 39 day employ traffic experts as beads of under which the car is being driven,
An Act additional to Cha/pter 32
their delivery departments. Merchants but once it is determined that the en
FOR SALE or rent— 6even room cot- of the Revised Statutes, as amended refused to reconsider the vote where have begun to realize that a compe gine behaves at say, ten miles an hour
by
the
amendment
exempting
wood
tage near inlet on Rangeley
Lake, ] by Chapter 206 of the Public Laws
tent manager for thefr delivery depart when second speed is engaged, it may
The bill
was ment is as necessary as a skilled head be taken as a criterion that when the
of 1913,- relating to fishing in the cock was adopted.
D. E. Lamb, Rangeley, Maine.
of any other important end of the bus speedometer hand points to ten miles
Lower then given its third hearing.
WANTED— Send me the envelopes j tributaries to Upper and
_________________I
iness. The investments in delivery an hour and any other gear Is In
from your old letters, etc.,
before W ilson’s Ponds, in the county of Pis
equipments and their maintenance run j mesh, a change to second speed 3hould
cataquis.
1900. The older, the better. I will
into such tremendous figures that ! be made. Thus the engine and the
An
Act
additional
to
Chapter
32
send you full value in cash
for
when this money is not protected by ! car will be saved the unnecessary
them.
Search, your attics and aid o f the Revised Statutes, as amended
careful, busii»esslike methods there Is ! racking caused when the engine comtrunks now.
Joseph. O. Mallay, 12511by Chapter 206 of the Public Laws
|mences to labor.
a heavy loss.
of 1913, relating to fishing in the
"I have seen merchants in our big
Bergen Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
tributaries to Kezar river, in
the i
cities using a light delivery wagon
Overcoming Shortage of Fuel.
when what they really needed was a
WANTED— Board wanted for A ugust.' county of Oxford.
Occasionally, when an engine gives
The commissioner® of fish
and |two-ton truck, antf vice versa. Yet symptoms of coming to a halt because
Self, wife, son fifteen,
daughter
An Act additional to Chapter 32
eight.
Good plain food and h om e-; of the Revised Statutes, as amended game have recently received notice; these same men would consider it an of shortage of fuel, it can be induced
like life.
Good fishing essential. by Chapter 206 of the Public Laws of a number of prosecutions made by j insult if you told them that they were to fire long enough to reach a supply
not careful managers. Nevertheless, station by violently jouncing the car
of their wardens, giving evidence that [
Send full particulars-.
W e’re quiet of 1913, relating to the taking
If they had used such lax methods in on its springs, the theory being that
these
officials
are
watching
out
care-1
people.
J. O. Mallay, 1251 Bergen smelt® jn Bryant's Pond and its trib
running other branches of their busi a small quantity of fuel may remain
utaries, in the towns of Woodstock fully for violations of the fish and I ness, they would never have attained
Street, Brooklyn,'N. Y.
in one part of the carburetor. This is
game
laws
of
the
state.
and Greenwood, in Oxford county.
success,”
particularly true of force-feed systems
Emery W. Ward, warden at Miilli- j
WANTED— Position as chef In sports
where the outlet projects for some
nocket, reported the payment of a
Committee Reports
m an’s camps or hotels.
First-class
SU B S C R IB E
N O W FOR
M A IN E little distance up from the bottom of
fine of $40 and costs by
Stanley
work guaranteed.
18 years’ exper
the tank.
W OO DS.
$1.00 A Y E A R .
The Committee on Fish and Game Pose os of Milllinocket for having deer
ience in all branches
of
cooking.
I
He
a
new meat illegally in possession.
Don’t use liquors and am economi repoirte d ought to pass in
cal.
Please mention wages you pay draft on the bill for a non-resident was prosecuted before the Millinocket
bunting licensing.
The new draft municipal court.
in reply.
Address Maine Woods.
Chief Warden George W. Ross of j
makes the fee $15 for the privilege
WANTED—A housekeeper. For fur of hunting game birds and animals, Va ne ©boro reported the prosecution
Machine
ther information write to Box
67, but to hunt ducks and other birds of Charles Cody of East
and wild animals in their respective March 17, before Trial) Justice Whit
Eustis, Maine.
ney of Macihia® for fishing through
WANTED—Two first class exper
the ice with more line® than
the
ienced table waitresses for
hotel
law allows.
Whitney pleaded guilty
Conducts a first class job printing department
work. Steady work the year -ound.
1and was fined $10 and costs which
Five hundred rabbits wanted during
Hotel Eagle, Brunswick, Maine.
The same party was ar
this month Will pay fifteen cents each he paid.
which specializes on Camp and Hotel work
delivered at my Fox Ranch. Rabbits raigned for having a deer illegally in
FOR SALE—Parlor organ, in good to be shot with nothing smaller than
j his possession.
On this charge he
condition.
Mrs. N. H.
Harnden, No. 2 shot. For further information
pleaded guilty but on account
of
write or phone
P h illip s , Maine.
circumstances the payment of fine
M . F . S T E V E N S , Dover, Me.
was suspended upon good behavior,
Phene 64.15
WE GUARANTEE TO
INCREASE
the costs alone being paid.
Y O U R CATCH GF RAW FURS IF
OUR BAITS ARE USED.
With each
bottle we give a written guarantee,
M A P S OF M A IN E
»nd if not satisfied your money will be
returned.
We must please you or lose
R E SO R T S A N D ROADS

GAME WARDEN
' REPORTS CASES

MAINE WOODS I

R a b b its W a n te d

money.

5000 BOTTLES HAVE ALREADY
B E E N SOLD AND NOT ONE TR A P
PER HAS ASKED FOR HIS MONEY
B A CK .

ANIMAL ATTRACTOR
will lure all flesh eating animals such as
the raccoon, mink, skunk, cive*, erm
ine, wolf, fox, lynx, opossum, martin,

etc. Price (100-150 sets) $1.00 postpaid.
MUSKRAT ATTRACTOR
For luring muskrats only. Price (100150 sets) $1.00 postpaid.
BEAVER ATTRACTOR
For luring beaver only.
Price (100-150
sets) $1.00 postpaid.
TRAIL SCENT
For making trails to and from sets.
V ery powerful odor.
Economical to
use. Price $1.00 postpaid.
3 Bottles $2.50
6 Bottles $5.00
DON’ T WASTE YOUR TIME AND
MONEY WITH BAITS THAT MAY
OR MAY NOT BE GOOD. USE AT
TRACTORS AND BE SURE OF RE
SULTS—AN INCREASED CATCH.

Animal Attractor Company,
Stanwood, Iowa, Box M.

Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
for maps o f the fishing regions of the
state, etc. We can furnish the follow
ing maps:
Franklin County
$ .50
Somerset County
. 50
Oxford County
,50
Piscataquis County
.60
Aroostook County
.50
Washington County
.50
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
1.00
Geological map of Maine
.^
R. R. map of Maine
.3
Androscoggin County
.31
Cumberland County
.31
HancocK County
.60
Kennebec County
.3f
Knox County
.3F
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
.31
Penobscot County!
-5<
Waldo County
.3t
York County
.3f

J. W B R A C K E T T
Phillips,’

-

C O .,

Maine.

W h y not let us help
you with your
advertising?

William F. Nye is the great
est authority on refined oils in the
world. He was the first bottler; has
the largest business and NYOIL
is the best oil he has ever made.
N Y O IL
HAS NO EQ UAL.
Beware of scented mixtures called
oil.
Use NYOIL on everything
where a light oil is needed. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will
find it by far the best. Hardware and
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by

W M . F. NYE,
S U S B C R IB E
NOW
FOR
M A IN E
W OODS.
$150 A Y E A R .

Ntew Bedford,; Maas.

W e design and print Books, Leaflets Folders,

|

etc., and would be^ pleased to furnish samples,

%

j| dummies and prices on request.

$

1

......

<►

3

®

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
PHILLIPS, MAINE
IQ ® **® **!

M A IN E

MAKE PRESERVE
ATTRACTIVE
In tlie good old days of quail abund
ance. the farms were attractive to the
birds because they were not too close
ly. cultivated; natural covers and
foods were plentiful;
The old rail
fences and hedges and many briar
patches offered security to the birds
from their ground and winged enem
ies and safe nesting places were in
or adjacent to every field.:
The
change fi;om rails to wire fences,
the destruction of the briars
and
the dose cultivation -of the land has
made many farms unattractive and
evejn unsafe for our favorite game
bird, bobwhite. ‘ The gcggin fields,
bordered with many henry
bushes
and the numerous wild fruits and
seeds furnished a great variety of
food, tile small woods were full of
mast and made most attractive and
safe covers since they were full of
briar patches' to which the
birds
flew for protection wttien disturbed on
the stubbles oir other feeding grounds.
The quail increased in number rap
idly as the larger woods were re
placed by grain fields and every
clearing on the frontier soon
had
its covey of quail.
' Eyen-in the days of greatest abun
dance the birds were nowhere
as
plentiful as they might have been on
any farm or as they soon will be on
many, because many fields were un
attractive and unsafe and no attempt
was made to control the vermin which
destroyed large numbers of
tire
birds every season.
Large pastime
fields, sheep ranges and fields
so
closely tilled that the briars and other
covers and foods all were destroyed
harbored few if any quail and o:n
many farms of an hundred acres or
more there were often only two or
three covies of quail.
These
of
course inhabited the attractive plac
es.
It is undoubtedly true that the
birds decreased in numbers and were
entirely exterminated in. many
re
gions because they could not sur
vive the additional check to increase
shooting, but the disappearance
of
the birds was hastened undoubtedly
by the introduction of wire fences
which offered no shelter and the en
tire destruction of the -briar patches
and other small covers, which pro
tected the game from its
natural
enemies.
j
It is well known that the conver
sion of farming land into dairy land
will result jn the disappearance of
the quail.
The gray partridges in
England have disappeared quickly
when farms, where the birds were
plentiful, have been converted info
dairies. Although, we have no fig
ures in America, on which to base an
estimate of the number of quail to
be found on. a given area in the
days of greatest abundance, I think
it woud be safe to say that on an
average for many regions there were
not more than, two or three covies
of birds to the hundred acres or not
more than one quail for every two
or three acres.
This number un
doubtedly is too big for areas where

- b" M r

a
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the woods were large and where
there were large pastures car sheep
ranges.
Undoubtedly in favorite lo
calities where small stubbles were
separated by smailil wood lots
and
Where the small pasture lots were
full of briar patches there
were
more qm.il to the hundred acres than
the number stated, and I have spent
many weeks shooting over such well
favored areas when the bags often
( ontained hundred's of birds at the
end of a few days’ shooting.
On
large areas planted with fail wheat
and in places where the woods were
a mile or more in extent there was
probably no shooting.
The reason why only two or three
i vies were to, be found on tlhe av
erage farm is that there were only
two or three safe attractive places
for the covies to exist.
The cock
birds fight during the mating season
and the birds will do better if there
be a number of safe and attractive
nesting places which can easily he
made at suitable intervals on any
farm.
If the birds he properly look
ed after and protected from
the
house dog and cat, rats and other
vermin, a pair may be induced to
nest in or near the kitchen garden.
A very good nesting site easily can
be made in or near the orchard.
A
small patch of briars adjacent to a
very small area planted in buck
wheat or other grain at either end
of the pasture and protected by a
wire and similar plantings at the
sides of the wood lots will undoubt
edly tend to distribute the nesting
birds and similarly attractive places
can be made at the sides or ends of
many fields.
Where the fields are
inclosed with wire fences and close
ly cultivated up to both sides of the
wire it is absolutely necessary
to
provide some narrow covers and feed
big places beside the fence, other
wise no. birds can. survive.
Quail often nest beside a stump or
fallen log which protects them from
a rear attack since the obstruction
turns an intruder or ground enemy
which naturally will, pass to one or
the other side of the obstruction. An
old log or stump, brush pile or other
small obstruction with a few briar®
will: make an attractive nesting site
and refuge and many such obstruct
ions easily can be placed at the sides
and even die center of large fields
provided, of course, the farmer be
compensated. It is attention
to
such details that will make the quiail
preserve attractive in regions Where
the farms are elosiy cultivated and
where the quail survive with diffi
culty if they survive at all.
Since the cock bird usually whist
les from
tree or fence post quite
near the nest, the proposed nesting
sites should be made near a small
tree or post. The most attractive
places undoubtedly are near the bor
ders of small woods, hedges and the
banks of ditches or small streams
which are overgrown with long gras
ses, weeds and briars,.
Briars are of the first importance
since they furnish protection against
both winged and furry enemies. And
the berries are a staple food not only
in summer but even in the winter
when the seeds from the dried fruit
are eaten. Since many small streams
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L ig h t, tender, m o u th -m e ltin g ca k e , the
k in d that y o u are p ro u d to serve, w hether
it is just a cake you stirred u p for the
{ jrally or a sp len d id b ig rich o n e for
the birthday party.
Wonderful for pastry, too, and just as good
'for biscuits, hot rolls and bread.
Gc s farther— a help in household economy
— because it is milled by a special process
from Ohio Red Winter Wheat.
Your grocer will have it. Good grocers like
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are subject to overflow it would be
a good plan to cut out the cover in
the low places and to, thus induce
the birds to nest on higher and saf
er ground.
Like all gallinaceous fowl the quail
are afflicted with parasites and re
quire dusting place®.
They
often
select a nesting place which
has
some plowed land o.r a sandy stretch
near at hand.
With very
little
trouble a. good dust bath can be pro
vided at all of the places which are
prepared for nests as I have
suggested.
Since the quail evident
ly are fond of certain flowers a few
wild rose bushes and sunflowers can
be added and the wild
strawberry,
ih'ucikliebenry, and in fact all
berry
hushes ahooiQd be left on the small
area where it is proposed to induce
the birds to nest.
Many
plants
selected from the list of quail foods
cam. be planted and loft to grow wild.
The quail are seldom found in large
woods (in the North at least). No
quail will be produced on large wood
ed areas unless small clearings or
roads be cut and planted with attract
ive foods.
Quail are especially fond
of small clearings in’ the
woods
where they are bordered with briars
and where grain and vegetables are
cultivated. Since such places har
bor vermin they should be heavily
trapped of course and often visited
by the gamekeeper with his gun.
A number of such clearings rudely
planted with maize, wheat or other
grain, or potatoes, turnips or other
vegetables surely can be made
to
harbor one or two cov&gS of birds
and the dusting place easily can be
made by plowing up a very small
area and adding a little sand and
grit.
Sand and grit are es
sentials
to
the
birds’
content
ment and in fact to its existence.
The birds will wander to pLaces
which are attractive and they can
be .held on any area only by seeing
that it contains all their essential
requirements, foods, covers (espec
ially briars), grit and dusting bath.
I have so often seen the birds
thriving on areas where there is no
stream pond or other drinking place
that I have sometimes doubted
if
water be essential. On, the Mohawk
preserve, on Long Island, the covies
are large and fairly numerous and
well distributed but there arfe no
ponds or streams.
There are many
small farms and many wood® and
thickets and the birds large, strong
and healthy, but I would be inclined
to fear they would stray in a very
dry season and I would much prefer
a preserve with small streams run
ning through it.
I have often, how
ever, been surprised at the number
of birds I have found year after year
on areas a tong distance from any
stream or pond.
One season,, however, when I went
to shoot on one of my favorite ground
in Illinois, where we had made big
bags year after year, I found almost
no birds on. the best ground.
They
had not been winter killed but simp
ly had moved a few miles away
where I found them very abundant on
a prairie planted for the most part
with corn which had a big ditch run
ning through it which contained water
a-’ the time of our visit.
We had
three covies in the air at once and
the shooting was very good on both
s;des of the ditch.
I am quite sure
it would be a good plan on a dTy
preserve, especially in dry seasons,,
to put out some poultry fountains
near all the nesting sites and to keep
them supplied with fresh water.
Although it may seem that a large
amount of work has been
pi alined
and that a large amount of
land
would be needed to carry out the
suggestions above made, the plant
ings and other work easily can be
done from time to time by the gamekeeper or his assistant and the ajrnount of land required is really very
smalih
A half acre at the side or
even in the center of large fields can
bi made into a very attractive nest
ing site and the clearings in the
woods can be made in pHaees where
the timber is of little or no value.
It is intensive farming
nowadays
that produces the best crops and in
tensive game farming will undoubted
ly produce the most game.
It is
absolutely necessary t,o have game
keepers on. quail shoots since
the
vermin must be controlled Jn order
t.o keep the shooting good especially
on comparatively small areas. Even
on the vast quail preserves in the
South where the shooting is not as
good a® it should be excepting on
the places, where competent keepers
ire employed to control the snakes,
hawk®, crows, and other vermin. In

THE BIRCHES
BROKEN INTO

many place® nests and young birds
are lost by floods. * These
losses
can be stopped in a great measure byj
destroying the cover absolutely
on
the more dangerous places and thus
compelling the birds to use the safe
nesting places which have been made Captain Barker On the Job and
especially attractive by planting a
Discovers the Theft.
variety of foods and covert where
covers are needed.
The quail remain more plentiful
Rumford, March 22.—The
camps
iu the Southern States than
they of ‘ Captain F. C. Barker at tlie
are in the North, for several reason®. “ Birr,lies’’ were broken into on SunThey are not subject to the great day, March 14th.
Although camps
climatic losses which occur during are closed for the winter, Captain
severe winters in the North,, the pop Banker is constantly on the. job and
ulation is. not S'0 dense and there discovered the 'break the same day
are not so many gunners. But those and with the assistance of Ills men,
who shoot South, are aware that the quickly got on the trail—there being
quail' are most plentiful on attract a light snow by Which the tracks
ive farm® where the natural foods could be easily followed. They were
and small covers are most abundant. traced to a camp of lumbermen about
I firmly believe the quail can
be two miles distant.
Deputy li^y 0f
made quickly far more abundant than Rangeley was tailed and arrests were
they .ever were in any farming reg made.
As the break was made in
ion provided the ground be made s,af Oxford county, the prisoners were
and attractive in States which have brought to Rumford on the morning
game breeders’ law® which make it train of March 10th, where a pre
worth While to look after the game. liminary hearing was lield. Sufficient
I believe the quiail will be made far evidence not being put in to hold
more abundant than they ever were themr tiie court ordered the men disas soon as the sport&men learn how oharged. So sure was Captain Barit,
to look after the birds properly and er of the guilt of the two men whom
to deal fairly with the owners of the lit' brought to Rumford, that lie, witli
fartns most of which ar,e posted a- two other men, went to Welch’s sid
gainst all shooting.
ing on the afternoon train and got
On an average farm where there off there, to see if further evidence
used to be two or three covers of could be found.
The two suspects,
quail, I believe there will be six or being guilty, displayed great uneasin
eight covies every year although an ess upon finding the captain on their
hundred or more birds be shot every trail, and made an attempt to trans
season..—D. W. Huntington in The fer The stolen, property to another Io
Game Breeder.
na t ion.
They also found a nioe
overcoat belonging to Felix Landry
of this town, which was taken
from the train at Bemis some week
or ten days ago.
The men were
arrested and taken to Farmington in
Franklin county, as the arrests were
made in that county, and the stolen
Bradley Waldron, ten years old,
goods were found in that county. It
son of P. G. Waldron of the Tampa.
is hoped that the practice of break
Horse and Mule Exchange, knows a ing into camps around the lakes may
good thing when he sees it.
be broken up by this clean up.
Recently Master Bradley was a
guest at the Manavista, Florida. Writ
ing to Manager H. A. Haskell the
Tampa pilgrim says:
“ When leaving your hotel the other
day, I forgot to leave my room key.
I am returning it to you to-day by
Ten carrier pigeons, bearing mes
mail.
“ I wanted to thank you and your sages of peace from Mayor Curley to
Good Wife for all the kindness and Mayor Mitchell of New York, were
attention that was shown Me while released from tie roof of W. &. A.
Bacon Company’s store Saturday by
a Little Guest at your Hotel.
“ I heard my Papa tell a Branden- Mayor Curley in the presence of mon
town Man. while down there one Morn than 100 persons.
Mayor Curley took the first bird
ing That you furnished the best dineing room and the Choicest menu in in lias hands and, after delivering a
Florida And i tlhorly agree with him. short speech, sent it on its flight. It
“ Please remember me to that Big was just 10.16 a. m. when this pig
Stout Gentleman from Buffllo.
He eon started toward New York city.
was very nice to me while at the The cover of the crate was then
hotel.
Gee, his looks proves what opened and nine other carriers were
my Papa said about your hotel, he liberated.
The pigeons are natives of New
knows your good feeding.
“This is my Papas typwriter, and York city and were expected to fly
Before disap
I wach the man run it every day, and direct to that place.
I am learning to do the same,
it pearing, the birds circled the building
takes me longer, but dout you think several times.
Tihe peace messages, written on
for a little Boy that I am doing all
fine tissue paper, were attached to
right?
“ Hopeing to meet you all again, the legs of the birds. The message
“ May this dove of peace
when I can save up money enough reads:
to take another Boat Trip, Good Bye typify the eternal relations of the
and good luck, From your little beet city in the world and tire great
est city in America. (Signed) James
guest,
M. Curley.”
“ Bradley Waldron.’’
It was said that the birds should
L IV E L Y IN T E R E S T IN M A C H IN E reach New York in about 6y2 hours.
The Bacon company is offering prizes
G U N CO.
for the best guesses on the time
The prize
Bangor’s new machine gun compan of the pigeons’ flight.
»s proving what was expected—a suc winners will be annouuc.ed soon.
cess from the start.
Already
23
men. have enlisted and others
are
soon to apply.
Considering the fact
that enlistments started but a few
days ago, the number already enrol
led is most gratifying to the officers.
Children are subject to many min
Oapt. Ashworth has received his
or ills, which unchecked
speedily
commission, from the office of the
turn into serious sickness.
adjutant general, as ha® also Sec
“ L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine given
ond Lieut. Howard L. Bryant of Co.
promptly, checks these little ills.
G., both of whom recently passed a
Used regularly as a Tonic\ It is a
fine examination.
splendid preventative of childhood
On Thursday night of this week ills.
there will be a meeting in the arm
For relief of stomach and bowel
ory of Company G in Court street
troubles, it is unsurpassed;
in the interests of both
companies. Eastbrook, Me.:
Talks will be given by Capt.. Daniel
“ I and my family use “ L. F.” At
I. Gould, Second Lieut. Bryant, Maj. wood’s Medicine freely, keeping It
W. E. Southard and Capt. Ashworth, in the house at all times.
and it will be an interesting gather
It is beneficial in many ways, es
ing to which all members of the pecially fpr children, who have so
two military companies and
any many little complaints with stomach
young mien who- intend to enlist, or and bowels.”
who desire information on the sub
(Signed) Mrs. A. B. Jellison.
ject are invited.
Enlistment papers
Safeguard Your children with the
Will be on hand at that time, with, big 35 cent bottle—at all dealers.
clerks to make out enrollments, and
FREE Sample by mail from
it is expected that there will be a “ L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland,
large attendance,
Me.
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ter loads foil- bruislh work.
Do not
order a long barrel thinking
that
thereby you will get a gun which will
shoot particularly hard, as length of
barrel has nothing to do with the
shooting qualities of a shotgun. Pick
a barrel length which will give yon
Last Shoot
of
“International
Another Reader’s Idea on the
the balance which will suit you.
Series” at Armory-Ladies.
W, R. N., Yallianit, Okia.
Weasel-Squirrel Question.
I have an old gun that: has me
puzzled.
I can’t find ary one that
Livermore Falls.
knows the calibre—the only marks
Augusta, Maine; March 20, 1915.March 15 was the last night, of tie
it has on it is “ W. V. Steiger.'’ It To the Editor of Maine Woods:
“ International Series’ ’ and the fol
is made on the sarnie sty'e as- the
A short time ago I read an article lowing is the result of the three
improved Yitterli Repeating rifle, ex
in your paper eanciynir.g the ability flights shoot.
cept it has a long magazine and the
of a weasel to follow and catch a
Vitt-eirli has a hex also.
It i.s a
squirrel in a tree. The writer was
TOWN TEAM
rim fire with a short cartridge bed.
inclined to doubt teat 'this could be
It lias a hole in right side to push
done, and stated his, belief quite em
1st 2nd 3rd Total
cartridge© in. Would be glad to know phatically.
41 32 44
P hi. Allen
117
calibre.,
40 41 42
123
The past two seasons 1 have been J. Adkins, Caipt.
Jd. A. Cooperstown, N. D.
Ans. I do not seem to have any in the Forestry Service here in P. Bartlett
|State of Wyoming for- hunting and
43 42 42
127
1. What is the velocity and pen-i fishing expires December 31st; is is information at hand' Which
would
38 44 41
123
Maine, and last summer, while hold J. G. CooMdgie
etration o f the Savage
compared sued by the Justice of the Peace, throw any light on your problem. I
42 43 41
126
ing the petition of lookout on Kihhie Meddle Cloutier
with the Colt Automatic pistol
in and costs $50.
Non-resident fee for would suggest that "you make a cast Station, up on tie Canadian line, I Joe Cloutier
39 39 39
117
.32 calibre?
of the chamber and send it to one of had the good fortune to watch a Sam Coolidge
bears only is $10.
42 42 44
128
Ans. There is no difference.
39 40 40 119
3. Does a person have to have a the ammunition factories. This will weasel pursue and kill a common red P. Cloutier
be the simplest way to secure am squirrel.
2. How does the 32-40 Colt Re guide ?
C K. Flanders
36 36 41 113
munition if it is made in this coun
volver with 6-inch barrel
compare
34 37 38
Charles
Fournier
109
Ans. No.
I was going down the mountain to
try.
iu velocity and penetration with the
44 40 41
125
4. How much is an ordinary elk
my spring, when 1 heard a squirrel W. E. Gorden
A. S., W-efllaind, Omt.
.32 Automatic Colts?
31 38 41
110
worth, antlers and hide?
barking in a hysterical, evidently ter W A. Kelley
1. 1 am thinking of purchasing a
40
112
35
S.
S.
Lock!in
37
Ans. The 32-20 has the greater
ror-stricken manner, and after a
Ans. That is rather hard to say.
rifle of 25-20 or 32-20 calibre. Which j moment or two I saw him, half way 11 D. Lahue
33 38 36
107
power and penetration.
I should write to two or three tax—
is better for deer? I would
like |up a big pine, and c/irciling despar- John Macomber
37 —
37
A. E. E. C., Hartford, Ccnn.
idermists whose advertisements you
—
76
39 37
- 1. Do you c dd-or t' e Remington will find in the spotting magazines. an all-round ri.file—one that woud be l ately around it’s trunk, with a long, O P. Tucker
47 36 39
122
J2 Aut( matte
rbridge as powerful They willl be able to gi/ve you a safe to use in a settled district, also iyellowish brown weasel
following A. W. Nason
42
one that will do for deer.
38
J.
O.
Pengra
38
118
as a .22 long ifle , also a 22-7-45?
j every twist and turn.
The squirrel
better idea of this than I will.
E C. Phillip©
114
38 38 38
The bttills>ties c f ti e .22 Rem
Ans.
Neither
the
25-20
nor
the
32j
went
up
into
the
top
of
the
pine,
5. wftere is the best place to hunt
120
43 37 40
ftlgton j lUtolOHdir g are: Aluzzle ve- elk? deer?
20 are the proper cartridges to use which was so isolated that he coiuld Dr. Rand
Dr. Robinson
41 37 42
120
for
deer
shooting.
It
is
true
a
locity 950 ft. s
nds; muz zle energy
not
reach
the
nearest
tree,
and
the
Ans. Lincoln Park and Fremont
*>9 io tig rifle, muzzle ve41
42
38
121
H
F.
Small
9i> ft. lb o
number
of
deer
are
shot
with
them,
weasel went everywhere that the
County, north of Big Wind
River
40 40 36
116
locity 91>3 ft. s
nds; muz zle energy and Bad Water Creek, and also in but the hunter stands an even-chance squirrel could go, finally tiring hint W. F. Sawtelle
41
40
42
123
K
•
)
O
Dr.
Waite
It is quite out or terrifying him into submisi-7-45, muzzle velocity, Fremont Co. south of
86 ft. Ib
Sweetwater of losing the animal.
44 43 45
132
fS* muzzle energy 123 River.
1110 ft.
impossible to get a rifle which will sion, when the squirrel lay flat a- H Wills
43 40 45
128
Roy Wend a11
ft. lbs.
6. How far will a .32 Special shoot be adapted for game such as deer gainst the tree trunk and the weasel
42 38
119
T.
R.
Williams
38
and
will
alsobe
suitable
for
small
killed him with a single bite.
He
2. Ik ►w doe s i compare? in range, to kill?
120
37 40 43
I Winters
came to the ground in a heap, and I
penetra t Lcn and act uracy with the
Ans. This or any other of the game such as squirrels, rabbits, etc.
2. What is the next larger calibre pulled nry old automatic and. ran to
afcu>e xlention ed cartridges
standard hunting cartridges , will
Totals
1068 1063 1090 3221
r Ans. All th.roe above
If than a .22; and on up to the larg the foot of the tree in time to keep
mentioned cause death at extreme ranges.
the weasel from coming down, and
kill est of calibres?
small you mean “ shoot to kill’’ to
are ex: t rely satis-factory for
MILL TEAM
effectively and quickly, I should say
Ans. The next larger calibre than shot him after wasting two maga
game s
.22, i .e., of the cartridge© now made zines in vain attempts. Tire squir
3. Do you on sider it x•s good an not over 300 yards.
1st 2nd 3rd Total
is .25, there having been cartridges rel was unhurt except for two tiny G. C. Buck
all rou: d carl ridjye for snxaflil game E. S. K., Waverly, Iowa.
116
37 39 40
marks
in
the.
top
of
his
head.
&: con;
witli other .22’s?
1. Is there much difference in the made in every conceivable calibre
109
33 37 39
Lieut. Burbank
Kenneth Fuller Lee.
There is no set
* Ans. Pcrsoi al
prifore nee should range and accuracy of two army from .22 to .60.
101
30 31 40
William Bun tin ■
rifles, vvihen one has a 30-inch bar list of calibre© such as .22, .25, .30,
govern.
116
36 39 41
W. H. Coventry
4. A i s. W y don’t yoni take up rel and the other a twenty-two •in.cih .32, .35, etc., as it is perfectly pos
112
38 35 39
Arthur Driscoll
sible and practical to make a rifle
the mat tor ut
e take-do wn system barrel?
123
39 39 45
R. C. Enstedt
with a barrel which wall measure so
Ans. Practically no difference.
utac ture
with the
111
37 32 42
G. French
somewhere between
2. What is the accurate range of as to place it
I. H„ P 'nan , WLs.
120
38 40 42
A. French
Wilk will penet ace ti e deeper Colt .32 Auto,, Colt .380 Auto, Colt these classes.
121
43 37 41
H. C. Hatch
3. Is a 24-Inch barrel as accurate
in wood it a di-star e o f 440 yds., .38 Auto (pocket model), Savage .32
41 44 44
129
C. M. Hall
/
the new tide action Remington rifle Autc, Savage .380 Auto,, and Smith as a 26-inch barrel?
117
39 35 43
H. B. Hadley
Ans. Yes, there is no difference.
or <k Wesson .35 Auto.
ish g tij .25 calibre cartridge,
The Bath Times says: “ Gen. Pre R. Gilbert
120
40 39 41
Ans. The .32 Auto and the
.380
4. Is a revolver with a 0-inch bar son, the able new adjutant general of A. Hacker
calibre
th Savage using the .303
30 42 31
103
Colt rel better- than one With a 3-inch bar th© Maine troops, figures that the L King
cRrtri Ige hetli using metal cased auto cartridges in either the
42 34 35
111
or the Savage pistols or the
.35 rel?
Btliets?
on* place for ambitious young pat C. D. Lyford
119
41 38 40
Ans, The 6-inch barrel will shoot riot© who feel not only that in case C. G. Libby
Ans. The .25 Remington cartridge auto in the Smith & Wesson pistol
35 . 43 40
118
wilj penetrate further owing to its are accurate up to about 20 to 35 straighten, mainly because the dis of their country’s need they would A. p. Lewis
31 37 35 193
yards.
Ti e Colt regular .38 auto, tance between sights is so much like to he enrolled among her de J H. McCarthy
smaller calibre.
122
43 36 43
iwihklh is a mutch more powerful car greater.
fenders but that they would like to M. New.berg
F C. N., Red Wing, Minn.
34 33 40
107
1. Are the Colt .22 Automatics al tridge than the others, is accurate up
be leaders, is in the National Guard, D S. Piper
128
43 43 42
to 50 to 75 yards.
learning in time of peace the duties E, Pushard
ready on the market?
124
39 44 41
3. Are not the .380 Auto cartrid
of the soldier, for he sees no other Alvin Record
Ans. Not that I know of.
119
41 40 .38
adequate source of supply for the of Capt. O. Roys, Jr., 39 45 40
2. Where can I get one of
the ges and the .38 Auto cartridges t 'e
124
ficers of the great volunteer army H. T. Simmons
Remington .22 calibre pistols manu same in calibre with the difference
118
38 40 40
Which would be required in “the event H. S&wtelhe
only in the weight of bulllet?
factured a few years ago?
119
40 40 39
Ans. Yes, the difference is in the
i of war with, a first class power. Few Sam Smith
y. Ans. I do not know. They
were
118
41 38 39
civilians appreciate what the *>roh- A. Walton
discontinued seme years ago,
axd weight o f bullet and. the amount of
99
29 37 33
! lettt Of officering a million volunteers
you probably could not get one ex powder.
4. What is the penetration; amd
would be.
Maine’s
proportion of
cept from a dealer in second-hand
1017 1037 1073 3127
Totals
foot lbs. of hitting power c f the .32
! Sttoh a force would be in the neigh
firearms.
The three following men were sick
borhood of 70,000 men, or upwards on the night of the last shoot and
3. Is a Celt .22 caLibre revolver and the .380 auto pistols?
lhe ice went out of the Kennebec
gg regiments of 1,800 enlisted men
affected the san e way as a rifle or , Ans. The .32 Auto pistol cartridge
they were given the average of the,
year, the earliest known for |
Each regiment would require
pistol from gas cutting on a c edict has a bulllet weigh'ng 7:4 grains, the r'ver 1
two nights before.
P. Bartlett;,, 4.3,:,
the
past
130
years,
ac
cording
to
records
of
fifty
commissioned
offic
per
of using .22 shorts extensively? Does muzzle velocity being 938 ft.
E.
C.
Phillip©,
38;
of tie
Town
second,, ard a muzzle energy of 114 io the possession o f Charles E. Tall- ers, and these officers must have a
it seriously affect the accuracy?
Team
and
A.
Walton,
33;
of
the
Mill
man,
U.
S.
N.,
(retired)
of
Richmond,
The .380 Auto pistol car
An®. Yes, 1ut the accuracy is not ft. lbs.
working knowledge of their military
Team, the Town Team, beating the
who is 4n authority on all mat tors per
tridge
lias
bullet
weighing
95
grains,
dwities..
Where in Maine could the
affected in as great degree as in a
Mill Team by 94 points.
muzzle velocity o f 880 ft. per second, taining to the Kennebec and the weath
to 2,000 officers for her 70,000
rifle.
er.
In
1872
and
1902
the
ice
left
the
H. Wills captured the J. Guy Coolvolunteers he found, except in the
4. I usg .22 long rifle and sihouts and a mmzzje energy of 166 ft. lbs.
Kennebec on March 12, but this is the
idge
trophy with a score of
132
From
point
o
f
effectivemtess,
the
.380
National
Guard?
Manifestly
that
and
somesemi-smokeles s gi ease d
first March 11 that the river has opened
must be the chief source from which points, and D. S. Piper captured the
Does rub- ri jnucili to (be preferred owing to
times the UMC Lesm-ok.
within the limit o f the above mentioned
carry ng its greater diameter and energy.
to draw, and the total strength of S. W. Coold.dge trophy with a score
bin" off the lubricant by
record.
tine Maine National Guard to-day is of 128.
them in belt loo; s cause inaccu racy A. B. D., East Holden, Me.
March 11, the Ladies had their of
Can you tell me the ballistics of
©rally about 1,500.
Therefore
the
oil fine shots?
the
the .32 short lard long rim fire car
Adjutant General is practically noth ficial shoot and following is
Ans. No.
ing more nor less than a school for score: Grace Luce 38; Flossie Sban5. Would si .22 W RF t ot in a tridges loaded with ©eml-smok/eles©
officers of the volunteer army of tic nahian, 28; Grace Wilson, 40; Lida
24-iiKh rifle barrel, be large enough powder and fired from a 24-inch bar
next national emergency, and that Gibbs:, 42; Maude Bradford, 33; Lois
W e have squir- rel?
for this loo;riity?
Ans. The .32 Short cartridge ha© a
when the emergency comes,
every Campbell, 36; Gusisie Jewell, 30; Cora
tols, hares, grouse , jack rai l its,, w til
bullet
weighing
80
grains,
the
muz
member
of
the
National
Guard
who Waite, 34; Laura Waite, 30; Mabel
1
el
a
ice
nt
a
fox,
CO
CD
an occasions
|Is capable will promptly he promoted JeWf.Ji, 24; Ellen Newlen, 43; Ada
is
hffiy zle velocity being 990 ft. seconds,
ato WOlJf.
Tito country
W e and a muzzle energy of 172 ft. libs.
and heavily wooded in plates.
l to shoulder straps.
He considers Stearns, 24; Gladys Hall, 31; Gladys
Gilman, 41; Lona Gilman, 34; Clara
also have lots of roll'ing prairie. 1 The .32 long has a Weight of bullet
Ithat an important reason why service
Morin, 23; Bertha Pomeroy, 27; Mab
like to do a lot of target shooting of 90 grains, muzzle velocity of 1170
j in the National Guard should be at- el Simmons, 41; Alta Adkins,
27;
and cost of ammunition is a serious ft seconds, and a muzzle energy of
I
tractive to every young man of edu Ava Robinson, 36; Annie Fournier,
obstacle.
Would a .22 long rifle gun 274 ft. libs,
cation and ability, and it seems good 36.—S. S. Lockiln.
A. E., Jamestown., N. Y.
he better?
Opposite State Bowse, Boston, Mass.
.# .
W ill you please give me
some
Ans. I should think that consider
logic."
GOOD C A T C H E S R E P O R T E D
Offers room whh hot and
ing the cost of ammunition, neces good information about a repeater.
cold water for $1-00 per day
sary power, etc., th: t the .22»W RF ; am about to buy a repeating shot
Several fishing parties
brought
and up, which it chade* free
gun .
Which kind of a
repeater
would be just about right.
m e of public nhower baths.
home good catches last week from
would you think the strongest and
H. S., Harvard, Heir.
the pond© around Sebasticook
sec
Nothing to Bqosl This in New EngUiui
1. Is the .32 Special, .33 rr .35 most durable, all-around gun?
tion.
Have you written the manufactur
Rocxrs with private baths
calibre rifiles best for elk and deer?
for $1.50 per day and up;
If net.. I
A pickerel over 25 inches in length
Ans. Ary one of the t>ree men ers for their catalogs?
suit es cd t wo rooms and bath
Whenever you write
•
’ ><* f oui
and
weighing over seven pounds has
tioned is sufficien tly powerful.
It would suggest that you do so at
1or $4.00 per day and up.
Choose a shotgun made by a
been on exhibition in a Bath window, advertisers, don’t forget to mention
is simply a matter cf personal pre once.
A B S O L U T E L Y F IR E P R O O F
it is important to
reputable manufacturer. As you wish
having been caught in Lamont’s creek Maine Woods.
ference.
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
near that city by George Pirikbarn and you to do so; important to us and
2. How much is the big game li to. use trie gun. for all-around work I
Send for Booklet
the advertiser naturally wants to
would suggest that you get a full
cense in Wyoming?
TDRER E. GRAFTS Gen. Mw.tfer as the pickerel itself proved it, no one
know where you found his name
can dispute that fish story.
Ans. Non-resident license in the choke barrel, then you can use sicat-

WEASEL WENT
TOWM TEAM WON
BY 94 POINTS
WITH SQUIRREL

H u n £ m g H e i p:

A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters

TRAINED MEN
NEEDED

NOTES FROM
ALL AROUND

ContmonweaHIi Hotel
Inc.

HERE THERE AND
EVERYWHERE

M A IN E

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A I N E , M A R C H 25, 1915.

BALL TEAM
Where To Go In Maine BASKET
PLAY AT ANDOVER
Lake Parlin House and Camps
A re delightfully situated on shore o f L ik e
Partin on direct line from Quebec to R anseley
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for autom o
biles being a distance of.122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
radius of four miles furnish the best of fly
fishing the whole season The house and
camps are new and have all modern conven
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, m oun
tain climbing autom obiling. etc.

H. P. McKENNEY, Proprietor,

Write for booklet.

Jackman, Maine

THE CARRY POND CAMPS

YO R K C A M P S ,

Will be opened May 10, 1915. Beat of
Trout Fishing. Good accommodations.
Write for circular.
HENRY J. LANE,
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me.

RANGELEY, MAINE

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
F I S H I N G

OTTER POND CAMPS

AT

John S a r v ille ’s © a m p s
at S p rin g Lake
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout- My camps
■re most charmingly situated on the shores of
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
Streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout.
Buckbo&rd roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
summer resort. Telephone communications with
tillage and doctor. References furnished- Terms
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff. Me.

A re open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
ing and hunting. Send for circular.

GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop..
Caratunk, Me.
TRAPPING SEASON

SOON BE HERE

If yov want to know what is what in the Hunt
ing and Trapping line subscribe for the Trapper.
It is a $1.00 publication but if you act quick only
EOcents. Every issue is crammed full of valuable
information on Hunting. Trapping, Fishing. Taxi
dermy. eto., that could not be obtained elsewhere
at any price. Subscribe Now and Keep Posted.
S. C. Wellman, publisher. Dept. M.. Huntington.
W. Ya.

RANGELEl TAVRRN 8 LAKE VIEW BOOSE

Blakeslee

Lake Camps

JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
A famous resort for anglers and hun
ters. Write for illustrated booklet and
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st,
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
Maine.

W E S T

E N D

H O T E L
H. ML CASTN ER, Prop'r.
Portland,

Maine

Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport*
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
ing ua to serve only fresh vegetables,
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
American plan. Send for circular.
BELGRADE LAKES. MAINE.
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
England. Best black bass fishing in the world,
best trout fishing in Maine.
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.

On Rangeley Lake.
Thoroughly modern. On direct automobile
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House
luly 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.

N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Raugeiey, Maine.

RANGELEY LAKES
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write
for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. BAR KE R , Bemis. Maine.
VIA RUMFORD FALLS
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
fishing begins about June 1. Send for circular.
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO.,
Upper Dam, Maine.

DEAD RIVER REGION

The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F.
Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
AND LOG CAMPS.
Heart of the Rangeleys. Best fishing regionSpecial June and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.

VAUGHAN GAMPS
The Spectacle Lake Camps, which are known
as the Kibby Camps, have been purchased by
me
and are open for Fishing and Hunting for
Unsurpassed fishing, hunting, canoeing, b a i l 
in g and mountain climbing. Separate caninS;£pr the season of 1915. An ideal family summer
resort.
Telephone connections. A most beautr
ail parties, with special accommodations fowsfuniies. Sixteen trout ponds o f fly and bait fishing, ful climate during the summer months; cool,
even
and
invigorating. Finest Deer Hunting
and a never end o f rivers and streams.
Autom obile tourists wishing to visit A T T E A N in the State of Maine. G ood Stream and Lake
Fishing.
Prices reasonable. For full partic
CAMPS, may com e to Holden’s Garage, one
mile from cam p; where m otor boat will meet ulars. address
parties. Map and booklet o f my territory on
FRANK R. VAUGHAN, Prop.,
request.
EU STIS.
M AINE
R U E L E. H O L D E N , Jackman, Maine

THE ATTEAN LAKE

CAMPS

W ar or no war

Pierce Pond Camps

ROWE POND CAMPS

•will be open on time for large trout and salmon I These camps will be
Ashing. Best o f reference* furnished. Send
for the spring fishing.
fbr circular. C. A . Spaulding, Caratunk. Me.

opened in season
Everything at
tractive to be found in the Maine
woods, will be found here. Great fam
ily resort, from June to October, or
Belgrade Lakes, Me.
any time. Try it, and be sure you have
This well-known house will j found the right spot. Write for book
open M ay 1st to the early fisher- j let to
H. W. MAXFIELD,
men, and the regular summer
business under old m a n agem en t.!
Rowe, Pond, Me.

Central House

Party Visits Stratton

and Finds

“Walking Is Fine.”
(Special Correspondence.)

Rahgeley, March 24.—Mrs. E. P.
, McCaxd. alid. Mis® Alice Sweetser are
in Boston for the week.
W. L. Butler of Farmington
is
spending the week with Mr. and Mrs.
H. A. Furbish.
S. B. McCard has been suffering
with an abscess in his ear,, but is
more comfortable at present.
Mrs. Almon Wilbur, Hayden ' Huntoon, Mrs. Bugene Soule, Mrs. O. It.
Rowe, F. B. Stewart, Mrs.
L. A.
Robertson, Miss Tlhalie Hoar
have
been on the sick list the past week.
Miss Helen Aldrich of Phillips was
a recent guest of her sister,
Mrs.
Daniel French.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Childs were
called to DixfieUd Saturday by the
death of Mr. Child’s sister.
Omer Ellis left Saturday morning
for Pittsburg, Mass., where he lias
employment doing repair work in a
garage.
Miss Emma Brown of Clinton was
a week end guest of A. L. Low.
The teachers returned to their
respective homes for the spring vaca
tion.
The High school basket ball team
played at Andover Saturday, March
19.
Score 22 to 18, favor Andover.
A party of 32 K. P’s. visited the
Stratton Lodge Friday night.
The
Stratton Lodge worked 2nd degree
and Oquossoc Lodge worked 3rd de
gree.
A good time 'was enjoyed and
rumor has it that the “ walking is
fine.”
H. C. Riddle was in Phillips Fri
day on business.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Madden and
little daughter are visiting relatives
and friends in Lewiston and North
Jay.
Miss Emma Russell left for Phil
lips Monday where she will resume
her duties at the opening of school.
The Jolly Twelve met last Thurs
day afternoon with Mrs. O. R. Rowe.
Refreshments of sandwiches, punch
and cake were served.
Two degrees were worked at the
K. P. meeting Monday night. At the
close of the meeting a banquet of
steamed clams, coffee, doughnuts and
cheese was served.
Mr. and Mrs. David Quimby have
returned from Avon, where they hav
been spending the past month.
Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Boulter and
Sam Leonard were called to Andover
Wednesday by the serious illness of
a relative.

MONSTER TREES
ON DILL’S LAND

Messrs. Bert Kempt on and Walter
Hodges found what they considered a
very phenomenal growth of wood
while surveying some land for H. P.
Dill in Weld recently.
They found one basswood
tree
that measured eight feet and one
, inch in circumference and they judg
ed it to be 45 feet tall, and it was
smooth and clear.
Another
tree,
hemlock was 10 feet and 11 inches in
girth and 36 feet tall.
They found all of the growth un
usually large and fine.
There are
Look around and see if you haven’t some Fire Arms, 210 acres in this lot and it joins
Avon.

BIG RESULTS
F R 0 S ¥ i S M A LL ADS.

What have you for Sale or Exchange?
Boats, A Dog, An Automobile, A Camera, Tent,
mock or something else you don’t want.

Someone else is sure to want it

H am 
850. 00 Reward for evidence leading to
the conviction of the peison or persons
wiro recently broke into my camps at
Long Pend in Sandy River Plantation.
March 18. 1915. H. A. Haskell.

To Let for the Season

W e have sold things for others, and we can do the COTTAGE ON RANGELEY LAKE
same for you.

Rates one cent a word in advance.
Address, Classified Department,

Also motor boat. In cite heart of
good fishing and .huniing. Write I. W.
MITCHELL, Raugeiey, Me.

‘i r i m
M A IN E - W O OD S,

Phillips, Maine

RANGE LEY REGION

1 SadJloh ick Lake Carnet-,, only on>f ami on —
half miles from t he railr. hclan-t th tee-foui t ha
Anto f mn (f ieri auto road. Tmu-. fi-rhimf, bo»-h
1 k«*. vna stvoaim Rates $12 50 Co $15,00
? week:
2.50 qer day
Booklet; and■.reforoncefl. For
artieuiars address

1
I

. HEMON S. BLACKWELL,
Dallas, Maine.

LAW S

FOR

B E S T IN T E R E S T
STATE.

(Continued from page four.)
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their judgment, an emergency toay
jexist.
In addition to the general measures
that have been enacted, there have
been many special laws passed in
regard to lakes, ponds and streams
in the State bo that
practically
every locality that has a favorite fisiiing resort is sure to be satisfied.

at that there was a big business done
Two years ago, a law was enacted
which made it illegal to catch any
black bass before June 15. This has
been altered so that black bass may
be caught nnyhvhere as soon as the
ice has gone cut, but they must be
caught with artificial flies and arti
ficial fles only, up to. June 20. After
that date, any kind of bait may be
used.
The best fly fishing for bass
begins in June and thus all
the
sportsmen will' be given a chance to
land some of the gamy fish.
Weld Youngster Well^Thought oi
In Sebago lake, whether the ice h
by Manager Carrigan.
out or not, it has been made legal
to catch Mack bass on the first of
April, so that the law on this kind
Although he did not get in the
cf fish will now he the same in this
lineup to-day, Ralph Maistennajo, the
famous body of water as the
law
recruit catcher who made such t
for salmon, and trout.
fine impression yesterday, again did
Another change in the
fishing
some fine pegging to bases before
laws particulartiy afflfeoting Sebago,
the four-inning contest. This youngs,
is tlie enactment of a measure that
ter is well thought of by Manager
will allow th e , taking of smelts in ■Calrtrigan.
Sorngo river and Sebago lake
with
It leaked out to-day that Masterdip nets so that they may be solid
man
was tried out for a few days by
in the open market.
The famous old eell pet law has Patsy Donovan When he was managbeen, repealed and a new one enact er of tine Red Sox after tine return
Since
ed.
Under the old law, a man wish from the trip to the coast.
then
Mastermon
has
developed
rap
ing to fislh for eels with nets would
idly.
He
has
played
several
y
ea
re
have to get a license from the de
Maine, prep
partment and this might cost
him for the Kents Hilll,
ail. the way from $5 to $100. Even school;, and was considering going to
a', that, therewas a big business done Yale when Carrigan induced him, to
thousands of pounds cf eels
were come to Hot Springs and tram with
the Red Sox.
taken from the waters of the State
He weighs 187 pounds and is six
and shipped to the Boston and New
feet in height.
His home is in
York markets.
Under .tile new law which lias now Weld, Me.,, a fine lumber district
been enacted, any inland waters of Much swinging of an axe has given
the State may lie declared open by Masterman a fine pair of shoulden
Last summer, as
the commission for the catching of and strong arias.
Fails
eels, suckers, yellow perch and other a member of the Livermore
non-game fish.
These will be open team he led the Androscoggin Valley
ed to the general public and no. fee league with a, batting average o(
at all will he charged.
The parti .412.—Boston Post.
cular waters that will, be turned over
to this kind of fishing will be those
in which there are no game
fish.,
such as streams and ponds
where i
the water has been pal Idted by the
waste from mills. Suckers have been
known to destroy tine eggs of game
fish and it is thought that this new
Civil Engineer^Harold R. Currming!
law will relieve this trouble to some
with a party of assistants from tie
extent.
Portland office of the Maine Cental
Railroad went through Rumford to
SO M E O T H E R M E A S U R E S
Oquospoc last week to locate a spar
track from the main line at Macy Junc
Among the other measures enacted
tion to the shore of Rangeley Lake for
is one that restores the old beaver
the purpose of loading pulp wood for
law.
At the present time,
when
the Rumford mills.? The American
the commissioners! Learn that beav Realty Co., are back of the scheme it
ers are doing damage on any parti is said. The Crack will be about onecular lot of land, the commissioners, haif mile in length.
may illire men to get after the ani
mals.
Under the old law which lias
A party of civil engineers have start
been restored, the commission will
be given authority to declare an qpen ed up over this division of the Maine
season, in the particular Locality Central Railroad from Rumford Junc
where the beaver may be doing dam tion up through to Oquossoc to get data
age and thus any one may have the for estimating the reproduction costa
privilege of capturing or killing them. for the^goverrment. It will probably
Under the present law, a hunter is take them the greater part of the sum
allowed, to kill but five partridges mer.
and ten ducks in a day, though be
/
may have in Ms possession at any
one time, ten partridges and 15j
ducks.
The law has been changed
so that a hunter, or anyone alse, may
have in his possession, only
five
partridges and ten ducks, the same
number as l.e is aJiiiowtd to shoot in '
any day.
The law in regard to
A beautiful estate of 200 acres,
woodcock allows the shooting
and
possession of ten birds and tiiis uas situated on the north shore of
not been changed.
the upper Rangeley Lake, two
A law has been passed that makes
it an offense to dig out fox
dens miles from the Rangeley Lake

DID SOME FINE
PEGGING TO BASES

1
1

SURVEYING LINE
FOR GOVERNMENT

Rangeley,
Maine

during the winter month®, the time House.
when there are young in the dens.
This estate has a frontage of
Another law passed would
require
that all bear trap® set in the woods half a mile on the lake, and runs
must be enclosed in a hut and that back three-quarters o f a mile to
written or printed notices must be
the County Road, and commands
placed in conspicuous places to warn
people that a bear trap exists in that magnificent views o f the lake.
section.
This wM remove any dan On the property, which for the
ger of stepping on a trap in
the
most part is in a high state of
woods as has so often happened in
cultivation, is a picturesque piece
the past.
A provision lias been added
to j of woodland and two fine springs.
the laws of the State that, when an j
applicant whil es to obtain a License The property is fully equipped
from the commissioners of iathkid as a farm , with a good farm
fisheries and game, he must piodu $ house, two barns, farming uten
from the municipal authorities
of
t::e city or town in wIM'ch be lives sils and live stock, and is in ex
a certificate of Lis good moral char cellent. condition- The property
acter and of liis ability to act as
includes
the
famous
* Ross
a guide before he may receive a li
P oint.” Terms reasonable.
cense.
Another change made in the fish
Mrs. Lucy H. Bowdoin,
and game laws removes from
ti e
members of Hi e commission the right
82 W ashington Square,
to make rules ard reguiiuLkin.s gov
Salem, Mass.
erning a certain, section unelswi, in

1
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